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Abstract

Coincidence cross sections and the structure functions RL�TT � RT and RLT have been
obtained for the quasielastic ��O�e� e�p� reaction with the proton knocked out from
the �p��� and �p��� states in perpendicular kinematics	 The nominal energy transfer �
was 
�� MeV� the nominalQ� was �	 �GeV�c�� and the kinetic energy of knocked�out
proton was 
�� MeV	 The data was taken in Hall A� Je�erson Laboratory� using two
high resolution spectrometers to detect electrons and protons respectively	 Nominal
beam energies 
� MeV� ��
� MeV� and �

� MeV were employed	 For each beam
energy� the momentum and angle of electron arm were �xed� while the angle between
the proton momentum and the momentum transfer �q was varied to map out the
missing momentum	 RLT was separated out to ���� MeV�c in missing momentum	
RL�TT and RT were separated out to ��� MeV�c in missing momentum	 RL and
RT were separated at a missing momentum of ��	� MeV�c for the data taken with
hadron arm along �q	

The measured cross sections and response functions agree with both relativistic
and non�relativistic DWIA calculations employing spectroscopic factors between ���
��� for �p��� and �p��� states	 The left�right asymmetry does not support the non�
relativistic DWIA calculation using the Weyl gauge	 Also� the left�right asymmetry
measurement favors the relativistic calculation	

This thesis describes the details of the experimental setup� the calibration of the
spectrometers� the techniques used in the data analysis to derive the �nal cross sec�
tions as well as the response functions� and the comparison of the results with the
theoretical calculations	

Thesis Supervisor� William Bertozzi
Title� Professor of Physics
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Chapter �

Introduction

��� Electron Scattering

Electron scattering is one of the most powerful methods of studying nuclear structure

and interactions	 In this scattering process� the interaction between the electron and

the nucleus can be described by the exchange of virtual photons	 The virtual pho�

tons interact with the charge density and the electromagnetic currents of the target

nucleus� transferring energy � and momentum �q 	 By measuring the cross section

for electron scattering at various kinematics ��nal electron energies and scattering

angles�� one can map out the response of the nucleus to the electromagnetic probe	

Electron scattering has several advantages as a nuclear probe�

��� The electromagnetic interaction prevails in the process of electron scattering	

The electromagnetic interaction is well understood and can be calculated very accu�

rately using Quantum Electrodynamics �QED�	 This allows one to probe the details

of the nuclear current� J�� and extract detailed information about nuclear structure	

On the contrary� proton and pion scattering is dominated by the strong force� where

phenomenological models must be relied upon to interpret the nuclear structure	

��� The electromagnetic interaction is relatively weak	 Thus the interaction can be

�
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described with a one�photon exchange approximation for the lighter nuclei	 This also

means that the virtual photon can penetrate the surface of the nucleus and interact

with the nuclear current throughout the entire nuclear volume	 On the other hand�

hadronic probes interact strongly� and thus primarily sample the nuclear surface	

��� The virtual photon carries energy and ��momentum which can be varied in�

dependently �subject to the restriction Q� � �q � � �� � �� 	 Thus� for example� one

could �x the energy transfer � and �by measuring the nuclear responses at a range of

�q values� map out the spatial distributions of the nuclear charge and current densities	

Note that for real photon absorption� �q � � �� � �

�
� The virtual photon exchanged in electron scattering has both longitudinal

and transverse polarizations	 A longitudinally�polarized photon interacts with the

charge density of the nucleus� whereas a transversely�polarized photon interacts with

the nuclear eletromagnetic ��vector current density	 Thus� electron scattering can

probe di�erent components of the nuclear electromagnetic current	 Note that the

polarization of a real photon can only be transverse	

However� electron scattering has its drawbacks and di�culties�

��� A weakly�interacting probe means a small cross section	 Thus� the counting

rate for an electron scattering experiment �especially a coincidence experiment� is

usually low� requiring large amounts of beam time	 The generally large cross sections

encountered for hadron scattering from nuclear targets allow the experimenter to

make statistically similar measurements with smaller amounts of beam time	

��� The analysis and interpretation of electron scattering data is complicated by

radiation processes which can cause large e�ects and corrections	 Radiative unfolding

is manageable for single arm experiments� but for coincidence experiments� has only

recently been investigated	
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��� Inclusive Electron Scattering � �e� e��

����� General 	e� e�


In a single arm electron scattering experiment� the electron beam is incident on the

target� and a spectrometer set at a particular momentum and angle detects the scat�

tered electron	 Since the �nal nuclear state is not unique� this is called an inclusive

experiment	 A general inclusive �e� e�� spectrum showing the cross section d��d�ed�

�where d�e is the solid angle the electron scatters into� as a function of � for a �xed

value of Q� � �q � � �� is presented in Figure ���	

Elastic

Giant
resonance

Quasielastic

+ 300 MeV

ω

N*
Deep inelastic

Q2

2M

Q2

2M

Q2

2MA N N

Figure ���	 General 
e� e�� spectrum�

The �rst sharp peak is due to electron elastic scattering from the nucleus	 It is

called the elastic peak� with � � Q���MA	 The next few sharp peaks at higher �

correspond to nuclear excitation to discrete states	 Then comes the excitation of the

collective modes� which is called the �Giant Resonances�	 At still higher �� there
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is a broad bump peaked at � �� Q���MN �where MN is the mass of a nucleon�	

This is called the �quasielastic peak�� which corresponds to the virtual photon being

absorbed by a single nucleon with massMN 	 The next bumps at higher energy transfer

correspond to the excitation of a nucleon to the � and N�	 The region well beyond N�

excitation is called the �Deep Inelastic Scattering�� where the nucleon resonances are

broad� overlapping� and not distingushed as bumps	 In this region� the electron may

be thought of as scattering quasielastically from the individaul constituent quarks of

the nucleon	

In the �rst Born approximation �one�photon exchange�� the single arm �e� e�� cross

section can be written as

d��

d�e�d�
� �MfQ

�

�q �
RL���Q

�� � �
Q�

��q �
� tan��

�e
�
��RT ���Q

��g	 ��	��

Here RL���Q
�� and RT ���Q

�� are the longitudinal and transverse response functions�

�e is the electron scattering angle� and �M is the Mott cross section

�M �

� cos�� �e

�
�


E�
i sin

�� �e
�
�

��	��

where 
 is the �ne structure constant ��������� and Ei is the incident electron energy	

To separate the two response functions� the cross section must be measured at two

di�erent electron kinematics with � and Q� �xed	

����� Quasielastic 	e� e�


An interesting topic is the quasielastic �e� e�� scattering from complex nuclei	 A simple

but reasonable Fermi�gas model can be used to describe this process	 In this model

the nucleus is just a collection of non�interacting nucleons characterized by a uniform

momentum distribution n��p � up to Fermi momentum pf � which is given by

pf � �����h������ ��	��
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where the proton�neutron number density � � �	��fm��� so that pf � ��� MeV�c	

The Fermi energy is then given by �f � p�f��MN � �MeV	 A virtual photon with en�

ergy � and momentum �q is then absorbed by a single nucleon	 Energy and momentum

conservation �in non�relativistic approximation� requires

� �
��q � �p ��

�MN

� �
�p �

�MN

� ��� �
�q �

�MN

�
�q � �p
MN

� �� ��	
�

where �� is an energy shift which respresents the binding energy and many�body e�ects	

From equation �	
� one can note that the quasielastic scattering is peaked at � �

�q ���MN � ��� and the width is �qpf�MN 	

Whitney et al� ��� used this model with calculations by E	 Moniz ��� to �t quasielas�

tic data on a wide range of nuclei� from �Li to ���Pb	 The variables �tted were pf

and ��	 The quasielastic peaks were reasonably well reproduced	 De Forest ��� pointed

out that when the more realistic harmonic oscillator momentum densities are used�

along with center�of�mass motion corrections and experimental separation energies�

the good agreement can only be achieved when �nal state interactions are taken into

account	

��� Exclusive Electron Scattering � �e� e�p�

In a coincidence electron scattering experiment� the scattered electron is detected

by one spectrometer� at the same time the knocked�out hadron is detected by an�

other spectrometer	 Since the �nal state can be selected� this is called an exclusive

measurement	 If the detected hadron is a proton� this reaction is called �e� e�p�	

����� One�Photon Exchange Approximation

For light or medium nuclei where Z
� � �Z is the number of protons inside nucleus

and 
 is the �ne structure constant�� it is a good approximation to assume only
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one photon is exchanged in the process of electron scattering	 Figure ��� is the

Feynman diagram of the reaction A�e� e�p�B� where k�i � �Ei� �ki� and k�f � �Ef � �kf�

are the initial and �nal electron 
�momenta� p�A � �EA� �pA� and p�B � �EB� �pB� are

the initial and �nal target 
�momenta� p�p � �Ep� �pp� is the ejectile 
�momentum� and

q� � k�i �k�f � ��� �q � is the 
�momentum transfer carried by the virtual photon	 The

plane de�ned by the incident and outcoming electron momenta is called scattering

plane� while the plane de�ned by the momentum transfer �q and knocked�out proton

momentum �pp is called ejectile plane	 The angle between these two planes is the

out�of�plane angle 	

Ki Ei,

Kf Ef,

pB EB,

q ω,

pp Ep,

ϕ

θpq

θe

θq

θB

Figure ���	 The Feynman diagram for 
e� e�p��

The invariant cross section can be written as ���

d� � ������
Ef

Ei


�

Q�
���W��dEfd�ed

��pp ��	��
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where d�e is the solid angle for electron momentum in the laboratory� ��� and W��

are the electron and nuclear response tensors	 Using

d��pp � EpppdEpd�p ��	��

where d�p is the solid angle for the proton momentum in the laboratory� one can

obtain the sixfold di�erential cross section

d��

dEfd�edEpd�p
�

Eppp
�����

Ef

Ei


�

Q�
���W�� 	 ��	��

For �e� e�p� reactions in which only a single discrete state or narrow resonance of

the target is excited� one can use

R �

Z
dEp��Ep � EB � � �MA� � j�� Ep

EB

�pp � �pB
�pp � �pp j

�� ��	�

to integrate over the peak in proton energy to obtain a �vefold di�erential cross

section

d	�

dEfd�ed�p
� R

Eppp
�����

Ef

Ei


�

Q�
���W�� ��	��

where R is a recoil factor	

For extremely relativistic electrons� the electron mass can be neglected and the

electron response tensor can be written as

��� � ��ki�kf� � kf�ki� � ki � kfg��� ��	���

and it can be expressed in the alternative form

��� � K�K� � q�q� �Q�g�� ��	���

where K� � ki� � kf�� and q� � ki� � kf�	
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The nuclear response tensor is bilinear in matrix elements of the nuclear current

operator	 Establishing the notation

W�� � hJ�J�
� i ��	���

where the angle brackets denote products of matrix elements appropriately averaged

over initial states and summed over �nal states	 Nuclear electromagnetic current

conservation requires

q�W
�� � W ��q� � � ��	���

and therefore� the contraction of electron and nuclear response tensors reduces to the

form

���W�� � hK � JK � J� �Q�J � J�i	 ��	�
�

The continuity equation

Jz �
�

j�q j� ��	���

can be used to eliminate the longitudinal component of the current in favor of the

charge �	 After some tedious but straightforward algebra� one can obtain

���W�� � 
EiEf cos
� �e
�
�VLRL � VTRT � VLTRLT cos� VTTRTT cos �� ��	���

therefore

d��

dEfd�edEpd�p
�

Eppp
�����

�M �VLRL � VTRT � VLTRLT cos� VTTRTT cos �� ��	���
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and for a given discrete state�

d	�

dEfd�ed�p

� R
Eppp
�����

�M �VLRL � VTRT � VLTRLT cos � VTTRTT cos �� ��	��

where �M is the Mott cross section	

The kinematic factors are

VL �
Q�

�q �

VT �
Q�

��q �
� tan���e���

VLT �
Q�

�q �
�
Q�

�q �
� tan���e����

�

�

VTT �
Q�

��q �

and the response functions can be expressed in form of nuclear current tensors

RL � hW��i � h���i
RT � hWxx �Wyyi � hJkJ�

k � J�J
�
� i

RLT cos � �hW�x �Wx�i � �h�J�
k � Jk�

�i
RTT cos � � hWxx �Wyyi � hJkJ�

k � J�J
�
� i

where � is the charge component of the nuclear current� Jk is the transverse compo�

nent of the nuclear current in the scattering plane and J� is the transverse component

of the nuclear current orthogonal to that plane	 Both Jk and J� are orthogonal to

�q	 The longitudinal response function RL arises from the charge and the longitudi�

nal component of the nuclear current	 The transverse response function RT is the

incoherent sum of the contributions from the two transverse components of the nu�

clear current	 The longitudinal�transverse interference response function RLT is the

interference of the longitudinal current with the transverse component of the nuclear
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current in the scattering plane	 The transverse�transverse interference response func�

tion RTT is the interference between the two transverse components of the nuclear

current	

In general� RL� RT � RLT and RTT are functions of variables ��Q�� �pq and pp	 In

parallel kinematics ��pp k �q�� the orientation of the reaction plane �the azimuthal angle

� becomes unde�ned� and only two response functions� RL and RT exist in the cross

section expression	

����� Plane Wave Impulse Approximation

In the Plane Wave Impulse Approximation �PWIA�� the virtual photon is totally

absorbed by the proton� while the proton comes out without further interaction with

the residual nucleus and is detected in the experiment	 Figure ��� is a diagram of

this process	

f

q (ω, )

P

P

PB

i

K

P

A

p

K

i

Figure ���	 Plane Wave Impulse Approximation in 
e� e�p��
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Missing momentum �pmiss and missing energy Emiss are de�ned as

�pmiss � �pp � �q ��	���

Emiss � � � Tp � TB ��	���

where Tp and TB are the kinetic energies of the proton and the residual nucleus

respectively	 Energy and momentum conservation requires

�pmiss � �pp � �q � ��pB ��	���

Emiss � � � Tp � TB � MB �Mp �MA ��	���

where �pB is the momentum of the residual nucleus	 Therefore� �pmiss is the proton

initial momentum inside the nucleus� and Emiss is the binding energy of the proton	

In non�relativistic PWIA� the cross section can be factorized

d��

dEfd�edEpd�p

�
Eppp
�����

�epS�Emiss� �pmiss� ��	���

where �ep is the o��shell ep cross section ���� and S�Emiss� �pmiss� is the spectral func�

tion� which can be written as

S�Emiss� �pmiss� �
X
�

j���pmiss�j���E� � Emiss�	 ��	�
�

Here j��pmiss�j� is the proton momentum distribution� and E� is the binding energy

for the shell 
	 Therefore the spectral function S�Emiss� �pmiss� can be interpreted as

the probability of �nding a proton with initial momentum �pmiss and binding energy

Emiss inside the nucleus	
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����� Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation

In the Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation �DWIA�� the assumptions for the

PWIA are made� and further� the interaction between the knocked�out proton and

the residual nucleus is taken into account	 Figure ��
 shows the diagram for DWIA	

K f

K i P

P

A

B

P’

Pp

Pi

ω, q ( )

Figure ���	 Distorted Wave Impulse Approximation in 
e� e�p��

Similarly� a distorted spectral function is de�ned as

d��

dEfd�edEpd�p
�

Eppp
�����

�epS
D�Emiss� �pmiss� �pp�	 ��	���

Final�state interactions between the proton and the residual nucleus make the dis�

torted spectral function SD�Emiss� �pmiss� �pp� depend upon the proton momentum �pp

and the angle between the initial and �nal proton momenta� whereas the undistorted

spectral function depends only on Emiss and �pmiss	 The distorted and undistorted
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spectral functions are related by

SD�Emiss� �pmiss� �pp� �

Z
d��pij���pp� �pi � �q�j�S�Emiss� �pi� ��	���

where � is the proton distorted wave which satis�es the Schr odinger equation

��� � k� � ���UC � ULS�L � �S��� � � ��	���

while k is the proton wave number and � is the reduced mass

� �
EpEB

Ep � EB
��	��

UC and ULS are the central and spin�orbit complex optical potentials	 Usually the

optical potentials are extracted from �ts to proton elastic scattering data	

����� Coulomb Distortion

The dominant e�ects of Coulomb distortion upon the electron wave functions can be

described using the E�ective Momentum Approximation ���� �EMA�	 In this approx�

imation� the asymptotic electron momenta k are replaced by keff to account for the

acceleration of the electron by the mean electrostatic potential

�keff � �k �
�
Z

�RZ

�k

j�kj
	 ��	���

Here RZ is the nuclear radius assuming it is a uniformly charged sphere	 Therefore�

the e�ective momentum transfer is

�qeff � �q �
�
Z

�RZEi
��q � �

�kf

j�kf j
�	 ��	���

For a light or medium nucleus and high beam energies� the e�ect of Coulomb distortion

is small	
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����� Two�Body Currents

In the Impulse Approximation �IA�� the nucleus is described entirely in terms of nu�

cleonic degrees�of�freedom	 Exchanged mesons only manifest themselves through the

e�ective mean��eld potential and the nucleon wave functions	 However� the virtual

photon may couple directly with the meson currents	 Figure ��� shows the Feynman

diagrams for meson�exchange currents �MECs� and isobar currents �ICs�	

Figure ���	 Two�Body currents�

In the non�relativistic approximation� the longitudinal part of the two�body current

is eliminated� so that only the transverse part remains	 Thus� the two�body current

will mainly a�ect the transverse and interference response functions	

��� ��O�e� e�p�

��O is a doubly�magic� closed�shell nucleus	 Its bound state wavefunction is relatively

easy to calculate	 As proton elastic scattering from ��O has been studied over a
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wide range of kinematics� the �nal state interactions for ��O�e� e�p� reaction are well

understood	 Therefore� one can derive good predictions for both the cross sections

and the response functions	 This makes ��O a unique candidate for the study of the

reaction mechanism for proton knockout	

S1/2

P3/2

P1/2

16O

Figure ���	 Shell model for ��O 
energy levels not to scale��

����� Previous Experiments

Quasielastic ��O�e� e�p� experiments have been previously performed at NIKHEF�

Saclay� and Mainz in various kinematics	

Figure ��� shows the longitudinal�transverse interference response function RLT

for �p��� and �p��� states measured by Chinitz et al� �� �Tp � ��� MeV� Q� �

�	�� �GeV�c��� at Salcay� and by Spaltro et al� ��� �Tp � 
 MeV� Q� � �	��

�GeV�c��� at NIKHEF	 The curves are the corresponding standard non�relativistic

DWIA calculations	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the longtitudinal�transverse inteference response function with DWIA

calculations� The �nal state interaction is described by the Schwandt optical potential ����� Bound

state wave functions and spectroscopic factors are �tted to the data obtained by Leuschner et al�

����� Open circles 
Chinitz et al� ���� and dashed lines are for Tp � ��� MeV� Q
� � ���� 
GeV�c���

solid circles 
Spaltro et al� ��� and solid lines are for Tp � �� MeV� Q
� � ���� 
GeV�c���

These calculations use the Schwandt optical potential ���� and the overlap param�

eters �tted to the data obtained by Leuschner et al� ���� in parallel kinematics	 The

spectroscopic factors from this �t are �	�� for �p��� state� and �	�� for �p��� state	

For �p��� state� the calculations agree with the data reasonably well! however� for

�p��� state� the calculation at Tp � 
 MeV has to be scaled by a factor of two to �t

the data� while the corresponding factor at Tp � ��� MeV is close to unity	 Spaltro

et al� ��� pointed out that the di�erence for �p��� state between the two data sets is

actually larger than this estimate because the data of Chinitz et al� �� include an

unresolved contribution from the ��s� �d� doublet� estimated to be about ���	 This

implies that there is a de�ciency in the DWIA model of the RLT response function

which depends strongly upon nuclear structure and which appears to decrease with
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increasing Q�	

The data from Chinitz et al� �� and Spaltro et al� ��� have been compared with

the DWIA calculations of Kelly ���� �see Section 
	��	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the longitudinal�transverse interference response function with the DWIA

calculations of Kelly ����� Open circles 
Chinitz et al� ���� and dashed lines are for Tp � ��� MeV�

Q� � ���� 
GeV�c��� solid circles 
Spaltro et al� ��� and solid lines are for Tp � �� MeV� Q
� � ����


GeV�c���
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The DWIA calculations of Kelly in Figure �� used the EDAD� ���� optical po�

tential	 The spectroscopic factors were �	�� for the �p��� state and �	�
 for the �p���

state	 They were determined from the data of Leuschner et al� ����	 Figure �� shows

the same feature as Figure ���� for the �p��� state� the calculations agree with the

data reasonably well! however� for the �p��� state� the calculation at Tp � 
 MeV

has to be scaled by a factor of two to �t the data� while the calculation at Tp � ���

MeV is consistent with the data	

Van der Sluys et al� ���� calculated RLT for ��O�e� e�p� with two�body currents

included	 In these calculations� the �nal�state interaction between the outgoing nu�

cleon and the residual nucleus is handled in a self�consistent Hartree�Fock random

phase approximation formalism ���� ��
�	 After being corrected for di�erences be�

tween the normalization conventions employed for the calculations and conventions

used to analyze the data ���� these calculations are compared with data in Figure ���	
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Figure ��	 Comparision of RLT calculations from Van der Sluys et al� ���� with the data� Open

circles 
Chinitz et al� ���� and dashed lines are for Tp � ��� MeV� Q
� � ���� 
GeV�c��� solid circles


Spaltro et al� ��� and solid lines are for Tp � �� MeV� Q
� � ���� 
GeV�c��� Dashed lines are

DWIA calculations� dotted lines 
top row� include MEC contributions� and solid lines include both

MEC and IC contributions� The �nal state interaction in the DWIA calculations is described with

a self�consistent Hartree�Fock random phase approximation ���� ����� The spectroscopic factors are

��� for Q� � ��� 
GeV�c�� and ��� for Q� � ��� 
GeV�c�� of those obtained using the standard

DWIA calculations�

Notice that in this model� the two�body current has the opposite a�ect upon RLT

for the spin�orbit partners� enhancing RLT for �p��� state and suppressing it for �p���
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state	 Although the net e�ect is substantially larger for the �p��� state� it is still

not enough to reproduce the observed enhancement at Q� � �	� �GeV�c��	 Also�

in this model� the contribution from the one�body current has more Q� dependence

than that in the standard DWIA calculations shown in Figure ���	 The spectroscopic

factors are only �� for Q� � �	� �GeV�c�� and ��� for Q� � �	� �GeV�c�� of those

obtained using the standard DWIA calculations	 This indicates that the Hartree�Fock

random phase approximation does not adequately represent the energy dependence

of absorptive process ���	

At Mainz� the ��O�e� e�p� cross section has been measured and the distorted mo�

mentum distribution

nD � �
e�e�p��K�cc� ��	���

has been obtained in parallel kinematics by Blomqvist et al� ����	 �cc� is the ep

o��shell cross section ���	 The proton kinetic energies were ��� MeV and ���� MeV	
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Figure ����	 ��O
e� e�p� distorted momentum distribution for the �p��� state measured at Mainz

����� The kinetic energy is �� MeV� The curve is a DWIA calculation which uses a Woods�Saxon

potential with parameters �t from the NIKHEF data ����� and the Schwandt optical potential ����

for �nal state interactions�

The spectroscopic factor deduced from Figure ���� is in excellent agreement with

the NIKHEF measurement	 This indicates that the absolute normalization of both

experiments agrees at kinetic energy ��� MeV	
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Figure ����	 ��O
e� e�p� distorted momentum distributions for �p states measured at Mainz ����� The

alternating groups of solid versus open symbols correspond to successive kinematic settings� The

kinetic energy is ���� MeV� The DWIA calculations use the spectroscopic factors and parameters

for a Woods�Saxon bound�state as determined by Leuschner et al� ���� The �nal state interaction is

described by the optical potential of Schwandt et al� ����

Figure ���� shows ��O�e� e�p� distorted momentum distribution for the �p states

at kinetic energy Tp � ��� MeV	 There is a large discrepancy between the data

and the DWIA calculations which treat the �nal state interaction with the optical

potential of Schwandt et al����� The Schwandt parametrization is obtained by �tting

proton elastic scattering data with Tp � �� MeV and A � ��	 Although this optical

potential can reconstruct the data with Tp � �� MeV very well� it fails to explain the

data at Tp � ��� MeV	 This indicates the Tp�extrapolation of the Schwandt optical

potential might be problematic	
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Figure ����	 Comparision of ��O
e� e�p� distorted momentum distributions obtained at Mainz with

DWIA calculations ����� The proton kinetic energy is ���� MeV� The DWIA calculations use the

overlap functions and spectroscopic factors �tted from data of Leuschner et al� ���� The optical

potentials are EEI ���� for the solid� Schwandt ���� for the long dashed� Madland ��� for the dot�

dashed� and EDAD� ���� for the dotted lines respectively�

The Mainz ��O�e� e�p� distorted momentum distribution �Tp � ��� MeV� has been

compared to DWIA calculations using di�erent optical potentials in Figure ����	 The

DWIA calculations used the overlap functions as well as spectroscopic factors �tted

from data of Leuschner et al� ���� The optical potentials include EEI ���� Schwandt

����� Madland ���� and EDAD� ����	 The EDAD� potential is �t by Cooper et al�

���� using Dirac phenomenology� the Schwandt potential ���� is �t to proton elastic

scattering for A � 
� and � 	 Tp 	 �� MeV� the EEI potential ��� is a folding

model potential based upon an empirical e�ective interaction �t to proton�nucleus
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elastic and inelastic scattering data at ��� MeV� and the Madland potential ���� is

a variation of the Schwandt potential that extends the upper limit of Tp from ��

MeV to 
�� MeV and the lower limit of A from 
� to ��	 A detailed comparison of

these potentials is available in ����	 All the calculations overestimate the peak of the

missing momentum distribution and must be scaled by a factor of about �	���	� to

reproduce the data for low missing momentum	 This suggest that e�ects beyond the

standad non�relativistic DWIA� such as two�body currents or relativistic e�ects� may

play an important role even in the quasielastic region	

����� This Experiment

Experiment E����� in Hall A at Je�erson Laboratory studied quasielastic �p�shell

proton knockout from ��O at Q� � �	 �GeV�c��	 So far� this is the only ��O�e� e�p�

data set available at such high Q�	 It provides tests for di�erent optical potentials

and helps to understand the e�ects beyond standard non�relativistic DWIA	 The data

for cross sections have been acquired at three nominal beam energies� 
� MeV� ��
�

MeV and �

� MeV to separate response functions RL�TT � RT � and RLT for the �p

states	 � � 

� MeV� Q� � �	 �GeV�c��� and Tp � 
�� MeV were kept constant

during the experiment	 At each beam energy� the momentum and angle of the electron

arm were �xed� while the angle of the hadron arm with respect to the direction of �q

was changed to map out the missing momentum	 The kinematics of this experiment

is summarized in Table �	� and diagrammed in Figure ����	
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Ebeam �e �pq Pmiss

�MeV� ��� ��� �MeV�c�

� ���	� � �

� ���	�  �
�

� ���	� �� ���
��
� ��	�� � �
�
��
� ��	�� � �
��
� ��	��  �
�
�

� ��	� ��� ���
�

� ��	� ��� ���
�

� ��	� � �
�
�

� ��	� � �
�

� ��	�  �
�
�

� ��	� �� ���
�

� ��	� �� ���

Table ���	 Kinematics settings for E�����	 � � �� MeV� Q� � ��� 
GeV�c��� and Tp � ��� MeV�
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Ebeam = 2.445 GeV
Escattered =

 2.000  GeV

θe = 23.36o

θq = 52.47o

Ebeam = 1.645 GeV E sca
tte

red
 = 1.200  G

eV

θe = 37.17o

θq = 46.45o

Ebeam = 0.845 GeV

Escattered = 0.400 GeV

θe = 100.76o

θq = 23.12o

Figure ����	 A schematic display of the E����� kinematics settings� Three nominal beam energies

��� MeV� ���� MeV� ���� MeV� were employed to separate the response functions RL�

VTT
VL

RTT �

RLT and RT � �� Q�� and Tp were �xed� At each beam energy� the momentum and angle of the
electron arm was �xed� and the angle between the �q and �pp was changed to map out the missing
momentum�
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The Experimental Setup

��� Overview

In the summer of ����� experiment E����� �A Study of the Quasielatic ��O�e�e�p�

Reaction at High Recoil Momenta ����� was performed in Hall A at Je�erson Labora�

tory �formerly called CEBAF�	 This laboratory is located in Newport News� Virginia	

The accelerator was designed to produce high current� ���� duty factor beams of up

to 
 GeV to three independent and complementary experimental halls �A� B� and C�	

In Hall A� two basically identical 
 GeV�c high resolution spectrometers �HRSE and

HRSH� are used to detect scattered electrons and knocked�out protons respectively	

The detector packages are installed on the focal plane of each spectrometer to detect

the particle trajectories as well as identify the particles	 To study ��O� a waterfall

target with three waterfall foils built by the INFN group ���� was used	

��� Accelerator

The layout of the accelerator is shown in Figure ���	

��
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Figure ���	 Accelerator con�guration�

The electron beam is accelerated to 
� MeV in the injector before passing through

a linac consisting of superconducting RF cavities where it acquires additional 
��

MeV	 After undergoing a ��� bend in the recirculation arc� the beam passes through

another linac to gain 
�� MeV more	 At this point� the beam can be either extracted

and directed into any of the three halls� or sent back for additional acceleration in

the linacs	 A grand total of � passes are available to each electron	 The �nal beam

energy is thus 
� MeV plus �� MeV times the number of passes� up to 
�
� MeV	

The machine can also deliver non�standard beam energies �the energy per pass is

di�erent from �� MeV�� but the ultimate energy of the beam is always a multiple of

the combined linac energies plus the initial injector energy	

There are �ve di�erent arcs for recirculation on one end of the machine� and on the

other end� there are four di�erent arcs	 The bending �eld of each arc is set to bend
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the beam of a di�erent pass! that is� beam of di�erent energy	 The beam is separated

at the end of each linac� sent to the corresponding arc� and then recombined before

entering the next linac	 At the end of the acceleration process� the beam is extracted

and then delivered to the experimental halls	

The beam has a microstructure that consists of short pulses at a frequency of

�
�� MHz	 Generally� each hall receives one third of the pulses� resulting in a quasi�

continuous train of pulses at a frequency of 
�� MHz	 Beams with di�erent energies

can be delivered into the halls simultaneously	

The beam characteristics at the time of E����� are summarized in Table �	�	

Maximum energy ����� GeV

Duty cycle ����� CW

Emittance ������ m

Energy spread 
��� ����

Maximum intensity ��� �A

Vertical size 
��� ��� �m

Horizontal size 
��� ��� �m

Table ���	 Je�erson Laboratory beam characteristics�

In this experiment� three nominal beam energies �
� MeV� ��
� MeV and �

�

MeV� were employed for the response function separation	 The typical unpolarized

CW beam current was �� �A	

��� Hall A Setup

The basic con�guration of Hall A is shown in Figure ���	
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Figure ���	 Hall A con�guration�

After being extracted for use in Hall A� the electron beam is transported into the

hall along the beamline� and onto the scattering chamber where the target is sitting	

Along the beamline� there are two BCMs �Beam Current Monitors� see Section �	
	��

and two BPMs �Beam Position Monitors� see Section �	
	�� which provide precise mea�

surements of beam current and position	 The majority of the electrons incident upon

the target pass through without interacting and are transported to a well�shielded

beam dump	 Two spectrometers �see Section �	�� are used to perform physics exper�

iments	 The electron spectrometer �HRSE� measures the momentum and direction

of the scattered electrons� and similarly� the hadron spectrometer �HRSH� detects

the knocked�out protons	 The two spectrometers are essentially identical in terms

of the magnetic components and optics	 Note that by changing the polarities of the

magnets� their roles can be interchanged	 On the platform of each spectrometer� a
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shielding house �detector hut� has been built to prevent the detector packages and

associated electronics from radiation damage� and to minimize the rates in detectors

caused by particles not passing through the spectrometer	

��� Beamline

����� Beam Current Monitors

The beam current delivered to Hall A was measured by two Beam Current Monitors

�BCMs� placed in the beamline about �
	� meters upstream of the target	 A BCM is

simply a cylindrical resonant cavity made out of stainless steel� ��	
 cm in diameter

and ��	�
 cm in length	 The resonant frequency of each cavity is adjusted to �
��

MHz� which matches the frequency of the CEBAF beam	 Inside each cavity there

are two loop antennas coaxial to the cavity	 The large one has a radius that couples

it to the one of the resonant modes of the cavity and is located where the �H �eld is

largest	 This antenna is used to couple the beam signal out of the cavity	 The smaller

antenna is used to periodically test the response of the cavity by sending through it a

�
�� MHz calibration signal from a current source and detecting the induced current

in the large antenna	 When the electron beam passes through the cavity� it excites

the resonant transverse electromagnetic modes TM��� at �
�� MHz	 The large area

probe loop provides an output signal that is proportional to the current	

The BCMs require an absolute calibration which is provided by an Unser monitor

��
� sandwiched between them �see Figure ����	 The Unser uses a Direct Current

Transformer composed of two identical toroidal cores driven in opposite ways by an

external source	 In the absence of any current� the sum of the output signals from

the sense windings around each core is zero	 A DC�current passing through the

cores produces a "ux imbalance� and thus an output signal is achieved	 The Unser

is calibrated by passing current along a wire that is placed through the device to
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simulate the beam current	 This reference current is generated by a high�precision

current source	 Once the Unser is calibrated� it can be used to calibrate the BCMs	

The underlying philosophy of the BCM calibration procedure is to transform the

precise knowledge of the beam current from the Unser to the BCM cavities	 This is

performed over a time interval of �� minutes during which �ve steps of beam on�o�

are executed	 The BCM cavities have excellent linearity over a large dynamical range

and are therefore able to serve as accurate relative current monitors	 Since an overall

uncertainty of about ��� nA in the Unser measurement stays constant� the relative

error of the current measurement is less when the BCM cavities are calibrated at a

higher current	

Because the BCM output signals have a high frequency of �
�� MHz� they also have

a high attenuation	 For this reason� a down�converter is installed close to each cavity

to transform the �
�� MHz signals to � MHz signals	 These � MHz signals are then

�ltered� ampli�ed� and sent to digital multimeters	 Sampled signals are taken from the

��second average of the BCM output every 
�� ���� and ���seconds	 They are all sent

to a common ADC which sits in a VME crate in the counting house	 The 
�second

and ���second samples are recorded into the data stream as EPICS �Experimental

Physics and Industry Control System� events� while the ���second signal is recorded

into the Accelerator Archiver	 In addition� during this experiment� the voltage signals

from the downstream BCM were converted to frequency via a Voltage�to�Frequency

�VtoF� converter providing a signal that was integrated over �� seconds and passed

to a run�gated scaler	 The VtoF signal� calibrated using the ���second corrected

data� provided the most accurate charge determination	 A detailed discussion about

measuring accumulated charge during this experiment is available in ����	
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Figure ���	 A diagram of the charge determination in E������

����� Beam Position Monitors

The position of the beam along the Hall A beamline was monitored using two beam

position monitors �BPMs� upstream of the target along the beamline	 These two
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BPMs are � m apart� and the one closer to the target is about � m away from the

target	 A BPM is simply a cavity with four antennae rotated

�� from the horizontal

and vertical directions	 The signal picked up by each antenna from the fundamental

frequency of the beam is inversely proportional to the distance between the beam and

the antenna	 The beam position is thus the di�erence over the sum of the properly

normalized signals from two antennae on opposite sides of the beam	 At a beam

current of �� �A� the beam position can be determined down to �� �m	 From the

information provided by the two BPMs� one can �gure out both the beam position

on the target and the beam direction	

During this entire experiment� the beam was required to be within ��� �m of the

center of the beamline at the BPM closer to the target� and within � mm of the

center of the beamline at the other BPM	 This kept the beam position on the target

to within ��� �m of the center of the beamline� and the angle between the beam

direction and beamline axis to be less than �	�� mrad	

��	 High Resolution Spectrometer

In order to separate the closely�spaced nuclear �nal states and to control the sys�

tematic uncertainties in the study of �e� e�p� reactions� the Hall A spectrometers were

designed to have high resolution in the determination of particle momentum� posi�

tion� and angle	 Each of the high resolution spectrometers consists of three cos ��

quadrapoles �Q�� Q� and Q�� and one dipole �D�	 The magnets are superconducting

and arranged in the QQDQ con�guration shown in Figure ��
	 The bending angle is


�� in vertical plane	 The momentum range of the spectrometer is from �	� GeV�c

to 
 GeV�c	 The momentum acceptance is ���� and the momentum resolution is

����	
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High Resolution Spectrometers
Detector

Q2Q1
Dipole

Q3

53 m
Figure ���	 Hall A High Resolution Spectrometer�

Each spectrometer is point�to�point in the dispersive direction	 Q� is convergent

in the dispersive �vertical� plane	 Q� and Q� provide transverse focusing	 The dipole

which bends the charged particles has its entrance and exit both inclined at ��� with

respect to the central axis ����	 The magnetic �eld of the dipole increases with the

radial distance� which provides a natural focusing in the dispersive direction	 The

main characteristics of the spectrometer are listed in Table �	�	
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Bending angle ���

Optical length 
m� ����

Momentum range 
GeV�c� ��� to �

Momentum acceptance 
�� ����

Momentum dispersion 
cm��� �����

Momentum resolution 
FWHM� ������������

Horizontal angular acceptance 
mr� ���

Transverse angular acceptance 
mr� ���

Horizontal FWHM angular resolution 
mr� ���

Transverse FWHM angular resolution 
mr� ���

Transverse position acceptance 
cm� ��cm

Transverse position FWHM resolution 
mm� ���

Table ���	 Main characteristics of a High Resolution Spectrometer�

��
 Detector Packages

The detector packages for the HRSE and the HRSH are shown in Figures ��� and

���	 On the HRSE� there are two scintillator planes �S� and S�� which provide an

event trigger and time�of�"ight information	 Two Vertical Drift Chambers �VDCs�

are paired to precisely locate the trajectories of the charged particles passing through

the focal plane	 The Gas Cerenkov detector is for e���� separation	 The HRSH

detector package is similar to that of HRSE� but there is no Gas Cerenkov detector

on the HRSH	
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Gas Cerenkov
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S2

VDC

Cen
tra
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Figure ���	 HRSE detector package� The Vertical Drift Chambers 
VDCs� detect the trajectories of

charged particles� scintillator planes 
S� and S�� are for trigger and time�of��ight information� and

the CO� gas Cerenkov detector is for e
���� separation�

S1

S2

VDC

Cen
tra

l R
ay

Figure ���	 HRSH detector package� It is similar to that of HRSE� but there is no Gas Cerenkov

detector on the HRSH�
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����� Scintillators

The scintillator plane S� is located �	� m downstream of the center of the �rst VDC	

The distance between S� and S� is about � meters	 Each scintillator plane is seg�

mented and consists of � paddles with �	� cm overlap	 The active area of S� is about

��� cm � �� cm� while the active area of the scintillator plane S� is about ��� cm

� �
 cm	 At each side of each paddle� a ��inch phototube is mounted to generate

signals that are sent to both an Analog�Digital Converter �ADC� and a Time�Digital

Converter �TDC�	

Scintillator paddle

Phototube

Figure ���	 A schematic display of the scintillator plane� Each scintillator plane has six paddles� A

phototube is installed at each side of each paddle�
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����� Vertical Drift Chambers

Within the detector package of each spectrometer� there are two paired vertical drift

chambers �VDCs ����� which determine the trajectories of the charged particles at

the focal plane	 Figure �� and ��� show how these two VDCs are positioned	 As can

be seen� they are identical and parallel to each other	 The bottom one is placed near

the actual focal plane	 The top one is about �� cm above the bottom chamber� and

shifted by about �� cm with respect to the bottom one in the dispersive direction	

The size of each VDC is about �
� cm � 
� cm � �� cm	 The active area is ���	

cm � �	 cm	 The nominal central ray is within �	� cm of the center of the bottom

VDC	

45o

45o

45o

nominal 45o particle trajectory

Figure ���	 A schematic layout of the VDC pair 
not to scale�� There are four wire planes for each

VDC pair� Each wire plane has ��� signal wires�
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Upper Chamber

Lower Chamber

nominal 45o particle trajectory

U1

V1

U2

V2

SIDE VIEW

Lower Chamber

Upper Chamber

TOP VIEW

nominal 45o particle trajectory

Figure ��	 Side view and top view of VDC pair 
not to scale��

single-sided HV plane

single-sided HV plane

gas window

gas window double-sided HV plane

WF

WFWF

WF

PCB

PCB

ga
s 

bo
x gas box

a

b

b

c

c

Gas Region

Gas Region

Figure ����	 VDC cross�sectional view 
not to scale��

Each VDC consists of two gas windows� two wire planes� and three high voltage
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�HV� planes	 Each gas window is made of ���m thick Mylar coated with aluminum to

shield the signals from noise	 Each wire plane is sandwiched between two high voltage

planes	 The distance between a wire plane and a neighboring high voltage plane is ��

mm	 The three high voltage planes are ���m thick Mylar coated with a �	���m layer

of gold for good conductivity	 The middle high voltage plane is coated with gold on

both sides� while the other two high voltage planes are single�sided	 There are 
��

wires on each wire plane	 The �rst and last �� wires on each wire plane are grounded

to shape the electric �eld	 The remaining �� wires are all ����m diameter signal

wires which are made of tungsten coated with gold	 The wires are oriented at 

��
with respect to the dispersive direction	 The distance between two neighboring wires

is 
	�
� mm	

HV Planes

Signal wire.....

Figure ����	 A schematic display of the electric �eld between two high voltage planes� The signal

wires are separated by ����� mm� and the distance between the wires and the high voltage planes is

�� mm�
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The gas used for VDC is argon�ethane mixture ���� by volume�	 The operational

high voltage is about �
	� kV	 When a charged particle goes through the VDC� the

atoms of the gas are ionized along its trajectory	 The electrons drift along the electric

�eld line towards the wire	 In the vicinity of the wire� the electric �eld increases as

��r� the electrons can gain enough energy within a single mean�free�path to cause

another ionization	 The ionized electrons will again gain enough energy to induce

more ionizations	 This process is called an avalanche	 As the avalanche approaches

the wire� a negative signal is induced by the rapid depletion of the ions	 A TDC is used

to measure the time elapsed between the initial ionization and the induction of the

signal on the sense wire	 Knowledge of the drift velocity of the electron in the chamber

gas allows the drift distance and eventually the perpendicular distance between the

particle trajectory and the wire to be deduced	 Generally� �ve or six adjacent wires

�re for a trajectory	 From the distances between the trajectory and the wires� the

intersection point between the trajectory and the wire plane may be determined	

As there are four wire planes on each spectrometer� four intersection points may be

obtained	 These lead to two positions �xfp� yfp� and two angles ��fp� fp� for each

trajectory at the focal plane	

event trigger

analog signal
from sense wire

DISC

TDCpreamp

START

STOP

Figure ����	 VDC block diagram�

When electrons recombine with ions� or energetic electrons strike the wire �anode��

low energy photons can be produced	 These photons can travel longer distances than

the electrons and interact with the gas atoms to produce ion pairs at other locations	
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The quenching gas �ethane� can absorb or dissipate the energies of these photons	

Since ethane is a better quenching agent than CO�� when the VDC is operated with

argon�CO� gas mixture� the high voltage will be lower ��	�� kV�	

Each wire has been positioned better than �� �m ���	 The relative position of the

VDCs is known to ��� �m	 The main contribution to the ultimate position resolution

is from the drift�time measurement	 The �nal FWHM focal plane position resolution

due to the VDC pair is about ��� �m	

����� Gas Cerenkov

On the HRSE� a Cerenkov detector �lled with CO� gas is used to separate electrons

from negatively�charged pions	 The gas Cerenkov detector is based on the Cerenkov

e�ect	 When a charged particle passes through the detector having a speed exceeding

the speed of light in the media� Cerenkov light is emitted	 By detecting the Cerenkov

light� it may be determined whether or not the velocity of the particle is larger than

the threshold velocity c�n� where n is the refractive index of the media	

The CO� gas Cerenkov detector is operated at atmospheric pressure	 The refractive

index of CO� gas at one standard atmosphere is about �	���
�� therefore the threshold

momentum for Cerenkov emittance for electrons is �� MeV�c� and for pions is 
	

GeV�c	 The Cerenkov light is emitted at an angle of � � cos�����n�� with respect

of the direction of the charged particle	 Here� � is the velocity of the particle relative

to the speed of light in vacuum	 When n� � �� the Cerenkov light is concentrated

in a very narrow cone in the forward direction	

The gas Cerenkov detector consists of ten mirrors and ten ��inch phototubes	 The

ten mirrors are placed just before the exit window and are grouped in two columns	

Each mirror re"ects the light onto a phototube which is placed at the side of the box	

The positions and angles of the phototubes are arranged to maximize the collection

of the Cerenkov light	 The thickness of the CO� gas is about �	� meters	 The total
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number of photoelectrons due to the Cerenkov emission of an extremely relativistic

electron is about ��� therefore the e�ciency of Cerenkov emittance can be as high as

�� exp����� � ��	���	

��� Waterfall Target

Water �H�O� was chosen as the target for this study of ��O	 The waterfall target

was constructed by a group from INFN� and the basic design con�guration for the

apparatus is presented in detail in ����	 The water is continuously pumped from

a reservoir through a heat exchanger� into the target can �which is sitting in the

vacuum of the scattering chamber�� and then back into the reservoir	 Due to the

surface tension and adherence� when the water "ows down between a pair of stainless

steel posts inside the can� a waterfall foil is generated	 The waterfall target can

is a rectangular box with a size of �� cm � �� cm � �� cm� and it contains one

atmosphere of air	 The entrance and exit windows of the can are made of �� �m

and �� �m beryllium foils respectively� which allow large beam current �� �� �A� to

pass through	 The two side windows are made of �� �m stainless steel � a trade�o�

between having enough strength to sustain the pressure di�erence and minimizing the

multiple scattering and radiative e�ects	 Three pairs of stainless steel posts generate

three water foils	 The layout of the three foils is displayed in Figure ����	
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 5mm

Direction Normal to Target

Beam Direction

Rotational axis

22mm

22mm

12mm

13mm 13mm

2mm

2mm

Figure ����	 The waterfall target con�guration� The three water foils are identical� ���mm wide�

and guided by posts which are � mm � � mm� In the direction normal to the target� the foils are

separated by �� mm� Along the target� the �rst foil is shifted down the page by �� mm and second

up the page by �� mm� The rotational axis occurs at the intersection of the incident electron beam

and the central foil� The distance from the rotational axis to the nearest post is � mm� The foils are

parallel� and the angle between the beam direction and the direction normal to the target is ����

The tolerance of the machining was better than ���� mm�

The waterfall target was built speci�cally for experiments E����� and E�����	

It was designed so that the outcoming particles from each foil do not go through the

other foils or the aluminum posts� and the energy loss in the target as well as the

multiple scattering due to the target are optimized	

A waterfall target is particularly useful for this experiment because of the hydrogen

content of the water molecule	 Since the kinematics of this experiment are quasielas�

tic� H�e� e�� can serve as a continuous luminosity monitor� and H�e� e�p� can be used
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to determine the �q�direction precisely	 Thus� this experiment is both self�calibrating

and self�normalizing	

��� Trigger Electronics

The trigger electronics determine whether or not an event is to be recorded by the data

acquisition system	 Since the two spectrometers are alike� their trigger systems are

very similar� and the coincidence trigger is just an AND of the two single spectrometer

triggers	

The logic diagram of the trigger electronics is presented in Figure ���
	 The signals

from the two sides of each scintillator paddle were discriminated to provide accurate

timing information	 In parallel� the analog signals were sent to ADCs	 The timing

signals were delayed� and then sent to both TDCs and scalers	 Also� the timing signals

from the two sides of the same paddle were sent to a logical unit AND to generate

the timing signals for that scintillator paddle	 The timing signal from each scintillator

paddle was then sent the a ���bit MLU �Memory Lookup Unit�	 The lower twelve

bits correspond to the twelve scintillator paddles of the two scintillator planes	 Only

a certain hit pattern �S�ray� is taken as a good trigger	 The S�ray is de�ned in the

following manner� if the paddle n of one scintillator plane �res� then on the other

scintillator plane� the hit must be from one of the three paddles n��� n� n��� or the

overlap between two of them	 The single spectrometer trigger was formed from the

mean�timed AND of the two scintillator planes	 The coincidence trigger signal is

generated from the AND of the two spectrometer triggers	

The two single spectrometer triggers S� and S�� together with the coincidence

trigger S�� are sent to scalers as well as the Trigger Supervisor �TS�	 The Trigger

Supervisor is a custom�made module built by the CEBAF Data Acquisition Group	

It synchronizes the readout crates� administers the deadtime logic of the entire system�

and prescales various trigger inputs	 S� and S� are also sent to a TDC so that the
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coincidence timing is measured	
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Figure ����	 A schematic diagram of trigger electronics setup�
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�� Data Acquisition

CODA ���� �CEBAF Online Data Acquisition�� a toolkit developed at Je�erson Lab

by the Data Acquisition Group� was used to manage the data acquisition system in

Hall A	 During this experiment� CODA �	
 was used	 The Data Acquisition system

for this experiment is displayed in Figure ����	

VDC
Scintillators
Cerenkov

Fastbus

Shower

VME TS

Scalers

Trigger
Electronics

TDC stop/start

Trigger

EPICS
Beam Current
Beam Position

HP 9000
Run Control
Event Builder
DD system
Online Analyzer

TDC stop/start

Trigger

TS VME

Trigger
Electronics

Scalers

VDC
Scintillators

Fastbus

 Data Storage

E-Arm H-Arm

Figure ����	 Data Acquisition system for E������

On each spectrometer� there is one VME crate� one Fastbus crate and one Trigger

Supervisor �TS� located inside the spectrometer shielding house	 The VME crate
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contains scalers	 The Fastbus modules are for the detectors and consist of�

 LeCroy model ��� TDCs� operating in common�stop mode with �	� ns resolu�

tion for the VDCs!

 LeCroy model ��� TDCs� operating in common�start mode with �	� ns resolu�

tion for the scintillators and trigger diagnostics!

 LeCroy model ��M ADCs� for analog signals from the scintillators and the

gas Cerenkov detector	

In the counting house� an HP����� computer was used to run CODA and to collect

the data	 CODA consists of three components�

 a Readout Controller �ROC� which interfaces with the detector systems	 In this

experiment� ROCs were the CPUs in the Fastbus and the VME crate	 The

Trigger Supervisor controls the state of the run� and generates the triggers that

cause the ROCs to be read out	

 an Event Builder �EB� which collects all the ROC data fragments� and incor�

porates all of the necessary CODA header information needed to describe and

label an event and the data fragments to build the event	

 an Analyzer�Data Distribution �ANA�DD� which analyzes and�or sends the

events to the disk of the computer in the counting house	

There were several types of events in the data stream	 The �rst few events in

the data �le of each run were a series of status events� which were included when�

ever the state of the run changed	 In addition� there were some user�de�ned status

events	 Most events in the data �le were physics events� which contained information

from only one spectrometer �single arm� or both spectrometers �coincidence�	 For

this experiment� the size of a typical coincidence event was about �	��	� kB� and a

single arm event was about half that	 In total� � GB of data was taken during this
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experiment	 In addition to the two types of events above� there were scalers events

which were read out every �� seconds� and EPICS events which included the beam

position and beam current information	
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Data Analysis

��� The Analyzer � ESPACE

The data analysis code� ESPACE� is the Event Scanning Program for hall A Collab�

oration Experiments	 It was adapted from an event analyzer developed in MAINZ

by O�ermann ����	 It is relatively "exible and user�friendly	 A detailed description

can be found in the user#s guide ����	 Some main features for ESPACE are presented

below�

 It can generate one or more dimensional �ntuple� histograms of all the relevant

spectra including the raw detector TDC and ADC signals as well as physics

quantities such as the momentum and direction of the particle	

 It carries out the VDC analysis� calculates the focal plane positions �xfp� yfp�

and angles ��fp� fp� of the trajectories	

 It traces the trajectories back through the spectrometer to the target� using the

matrix elements to obtain the relative momentum �dp�p�� transverse position

�ytg�� and angles ��tg� tg� of the charged particles	

 It can perform optics optimization� an interative �tting procedure to the optics

��
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study data to get the correct optical matrix elements	

 It contains a logic package which allows spectra with logic tests and cut condi�

tions to be created	

 It can �lter data according to predetermined conditions	

 It can correct the raw time�of�"ight event�by�event for path length and velocity

variations! it can also correct for the energy loss of charged particles before and

after the reaction	

��� Focal Plane Track Reconstruction and e���� Separation

����� Scintillators

There are two scintillator planes S� and S� on each spectrometer	 Each scintillator

plane consists of six paddles	 For each paddle� there are two phototubes �one at each

side�	 Each phototube provides a signal for a TDC and a signal for an ADC	 Figure

��� shows the TDC and ADC spectra generated by one of the phototubes for ���
MeV electrons	 The width of TDC spectrum is about � ns� which is mainly due to the

photon walking time in the scintillator� as well as the reaction time of the phototube

and associated electronics	 The ADC value is basically proportional to the energy

deposited by the electrons in the scintillator	 Since the scintillator plane is very thin

���	� cm�� the energy deposited by the electrons in the scintillator has a Landau

distribution	
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Figure ���	 Scintillator TDC and ADC spectra for a single phototube� Here� one TDC channel is

��� ns�

����� Focal Plane Trajectory Reconstruction

The trajectories of the charged particles at the focal plane are determined from the

drift times measured by the VDCs	 In both spectrometers� VDC drift times are
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measured in a common TDC stop mode� every signal wire which �res starts its own

TDC� and all the TDCs are stopped by the scintillator trigger	 The TDCs used are

LeCroy ���s with multihit capability� but only the �rst hit of each wire is analyzed	

Figure ��� shows a typical electron track inclined at an angle � with respect to the

wire plane	 The arrowed solid lines �labeled geodetic in the �gure� represent the

shortest drift distance	 The dot�dashed line is the vertical distance from the track to

the signal wire	 These vertical distances determined by adjacent wires are used to

obtain the cross�over point between the trajectory and the wire plane	

θ

1 2 3

4 5

cross-over point

geodetic

perpendicular distance (ycorr)

Figure ���	 A typical trajectory in one of the VDC wire planes� The geodetic is the shortest drift

time� The perpendicular distances 
dot�dashed lines� are �t with a line to obtain the cross�over

point between the trajectory and the wire plane�
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Figure ���	 VDC Drift Time Spectrum

Figure ��� shows the drift�time histogram for a quasielastic spectrum	 t� is the

o�set of the drift time� which is set by the TDC	 Between t� and t�� the drift time

histogram is essentially "at	 The number of counts per unit drift time� dN�dt� can
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be expressed as

dN

dt
�
dN

dy

dy

dt
�
dN

dy
vd ��	��

where dN�dy is the number of counts per unit vertical distance� and vd is the drift

velocity	 If the VDC has been uniformly�illuminated �dN�dy � constant�� the shape

of the drift time histogram re"ects the drift velocity	 The peak around channel ����

in the drift time histogram is an e�ective increase in drift velocity due to the change

in the geometry of the �eld lines in the region near the wire	 By integrating �	��

y�t� �
�

dN�dy

Z t

t�

dN

dt�
dt� ��	��

may be obtained	 This equation is only valid for t� � t � t� since dN�dy is constant

within this range	 As the drift distance for t � t� is larger than the cell size� those

events are ignored	 For drift times between t� and t�� both the drift velocity vd and

dN�dy are constant� and thus�

dN

dy
� hdN

dt
iflat�vd	 ��	��

Here hdN
dt
iflat is the average number of counts per unit drift time between t� and t�

where the histogram is "at	

The drift velocity for the argon�ethane gas mixture at �
	� kV is about �� �m�ns	

Therefore� the shortest drift distance can be calculated from the drift time as follows�

y�t� �
vd

hdN
dt
iflat

Z t

t�

dN

dt�
dt�	 ��	
�

Note that the perpendicular distances from the trajectory to the wires need to be

known to obtain the cross�over point	 Only when the trajectory is inclined at 
�� with

respect to the wire plane does the shortest drift distance equal to the perpendicular

distance ����	 Therefore� the dependence of the perpendicular distance upon the
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trajectory angle has to be corrected	 Since the range of the VDC angular acceptance

is �
�� 
 �� and the radius of the radial �eld region is about � mm� this correction

is less than ��� �m	 There are several methods which may be used to perform this

correction	 The Schmitt correction can be found in ����	

For the Hall A VDCs� a GARFIELD ��
� simulation program has been used to

convert the drift time to the perpendicular distance	 The details of this description

can be found in ���	

Once the perpendicular distances from the trajectory to the �ve or six adjacent

wires are obtained� a line��t is applied to determine the cross�over point where the

trajectory passes through the wire plane	

Consider two coordinate systems� UVZ and XYZ	 The UV plane coincides with the

�rst wire plane U�	 $U is perpendicular to the direction of the wires in the U� plane�

$V is perpendicular to the direction of the wires in the V� plane� and $Z is pointing

upward	 The XYZ is obtained simply by rotating UVZ about the Z�axis for 
�� so

that $X is along the positive dispersive direction	 The origin of the two coordinate

systems is the intersection of wire �
 in the U� plane and the projection of wire �
 in

the V� plane onto the U� plane	 The XYZ system is actually the Detector Coordinate

System which will be discussed later in Section �	�	� 	 The distance between U� and

V� �or U� and V�� is d�� while the distance between U� and U� �or V� and V�� is

d�	 The diagrams are depicted in Figures ��
 and ���	
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Figure ���	 The coordinate system XYZ� �Z is pointing out of the page� The UVZ coordinate system


not shown in this plot� can be obtained by simply rotating the XYZ coordinate system in a counter

clockwise fashion about the Z�axis by ����

Z
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VDC 1

VDC 2

d1

d1

d2

Figure ���	 A side view of the coordinate system XYZ� d� is �� mm� and d� is about �� cm�

In the UVZ coordinate system� assume that a trajectory passes through the U�

plane at �u��w����� the V� plane at �w��v��d��� the U� plane at �u��w��d��� and the

V� plane at �w
�v��d�� d��	 u�� v�� u�� and v� can be measured by each wire plane
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directly	 Thus� the angles of the trajectory with respect to $U and $V are

tan �U �
dU

dZ
�
u�� u�

d�
��	��

tan �U �
dU

dZ
�
v�� v�

d�
	 ��	��

Using geometry� w� can also be obtained

w� � v�� d� tan �V � v�� d�
v�� v�

d�
	 ��	��

Therefore� the trajectory has been completely determined by the VDC pair	

In the XYZ system� the trajectory passes through the XY plane at �x� y� with

x � u� cos 
�� � w� sin 
�� �

p
�

�
�u� � v�� d�

u�� u�

d�
� ��	�

y � �u� sin 
�� � w� cos 
�� �

p
�

�
��u� � v�� d�

u�� u�

d�
�	 ��	��

The angles of the trajectory with respect to $X and $Y �tan �� tan� are

tan � �
dX

dZ
�

p
�

�
�tan �U � tan �V � �

p
��u�� u� � v�� v��

�d�
��	���

tan �
dY

dZ
�

p
�

�
�� tan �U � tan �V � �

p
��u�� u� � v�� v��

�d�
	 ��	���

����� e���� Separation

The gas Cerenkov detector mounted on HRSE is used for e���� separation	 In one

atmosphere of CO� gas� the threshold momentum for �� to emit Cerenkov radiation

is 
	
 GeV�c� while for an electron it is �� MeV�c	 As the HRSE central momenta

are much less than 
	
 GeV�c for this experiment� �� accepted by the HRSE cannot

emit Cerenkov light	 Figure ��� shows the typical TDC and ADC spectra for a single

phototube connected to the gas Cerenkov detector	
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Figure ���	 Gas Cerenkov TDC and ADC spectra for a single phototube� The TDC is ��� ns�channel�

In the ADC spectrum� the spike around channel ��� is the pedestal� which is the o�set voltage read

out when there was no event corresponding to this phototube� The peak around channel ��� is the

single photo electron peak� while the peak around channel ��� is the double photo electron peak�

In the ADC spectrum� the �rst spike around channel 
�� is the pedestal� which is
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the o�set voltage read out when that phototube does not see any Cerenkov radiation	

The single photo electron peak is around channel ���� while the peak around channel

�� is due to two photo electrons	 The ADC value is related to the number of

photo electrons generated by an incoming charged particle	 The event cut condition

signaling an electron is that at least one phototube yields an ADC signal which is

higher than half of the single photo electron peak	

��� Calibrations of High Resolution Spectrometers

����� Optics Study of HRS

The two spectrometers �HRSE and HRSH� have the same con�guration �QQDQ� and

optical features	 To discuss the optical properties of the spectrometers� the following

Cartesian coordinate systems ���� have been de�ned	

 Hall Coordinate System 	HCS
 The origin of the HCS is the center of the

hall� which is on the beamline	 $z is along the beamline and points to the beam

dump� $y is perpendicular to the horizontal plane� and points up	 Surveys of

the spectrometers �angles and o�sets� are always conducted in this coordinate

system	
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Figure ���	 Hall Coordinate System�

� Target Coordinate System 	TCS
 The TCS actually moves with the spec�

trometer	 $z is along the central axis of the �rst quadrupole Q� �the idea central

ray�	 The origin of the TCS is center of HCS when the central axis of Q� is

pointing at the center of the hall	 $x is pointing down� and $y is in the horizon�

tal plane	 The out�of�plane angle tan �tg and the in�plane angle tantg of the

trajectory in the target coordinate system are de�ned as

tan �tg �
dx

dz
��	���

tantg �
dy

dz
	 ��	���
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Figure ���	 Target Coordinate System�

� Detector Coordinate System 	DCS
 The directions and positions of the

trajectories at the focal plane are de�ned in the DCS	 It is displayed in Figures

��
 and ���	 The origin of the DCS is the intersection of wire �
 of the VDC�

U� plane and the projection of wire �
 in the VDC� V� plane onto the VDC�

U� plane	 $z is perpendicular to the U� plane and points up� $y is parallel to the

short symmetry axis of VDC�� and $x points away from the center of curvature

of the dipole	 The angles tan �det and tandet are de�ned as

tan �det �
dxdet
dzdet

��	�
�

tandet �
dydet
dzdet

	 ��	���

� Transport Coordinate System 	TRCS
 If the DCS is rotated by 
�� clock�

wise along $y so that the new $z direction is along the central ray� it becomes the
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TRCS �Figure ����	 If the trajectory passes through the point �xdet� ydet� �� in

the DCS with angles tan �det and tandet� then in the TRCS the corresponding

point �xtra� ytra� �� and angles �tan �tra� tantra� are

tan �tra �
tan �det � tan ��
�� �det tan ��

��	���

tantra �
tandet

cos �� � sin �� tan �det
��	���

xtra � xdet cos ���� � tan �tra tan ��� ��	��

ytra � ydet � sin �� tantraxdet	 ��	���

Note that �� is the rotational angle �
��	

U1

Z

X

VDC 1

VDC 2

Y

45
o

Figure ��	 Transport Coordinate System�

� Focal Plane Coordinate System 	FPCS
 The FPCS has been chosen for

the HRS data analysis	 It is obtained by rotating the DCS around its y�axis by

an angle �� where � is the angle between the $z of DCS and the local central ray

����	 The local central ray is the ray at the focal plane with �tg � �� tg � � and

relative momentum dp�p � �	
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Figure ����	 Focal Plane Coordinate System�

The FPCS also includes corrections for the o�sets incurred due to misalignments

of the VDC package	 Therefore� in the FPCS� the coordinates and angles of the

trajectory can be written as

xfp � xtra ��	���

yfp � ytra �
X

yi���x
i
fp ��	���

tan �fp �
tan �det � tan �

�� tan �det tan �
��	���

tanfp �
tandet �

P
pi���x

i
fp

cos �� sin � tan �det
��	���

with

tan � � tan �� �
X
i��

ti���x
i
fp	 ��	�
�

The focal plane coordinates �xfp� yfp� tan �fp� and tanfp� measured by the VDC

pair are used to calculate the quantities in the TCS �xtg� ytg� tan �tg� tantg� and �

�the relative momentum dp�p��	 E�ectively� the xtg is �xed at � during the optics
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calibration by requiring that the beam spot is within ��� �m of the y�z plane of the

TCS	 The focal plane coordinates and the target coordinates are linked by a set of

tensors Yijkl� Tijkl� Pijkl and Dijkl�

ytg �
X
i�j�k�l

Yijklx
i
fp tan

j �fpy
k
fp tan

l fp ��	���

tan �tg �
X
i�j�k�l

Tijklx
i
fp tan

j �fpy
k
fp tan

l fp ��	���

tantg �
X
i�j�k�l

Pijklx
i
fp tan

j �fpy
k
fp tan

l fp ��	���

� �
X
i�j�k�l

Dijklx
i
fp tan

j �fpy
k
fp tan

l fp	 ��	��

The mid�plane symmetry of the spectrometers requires that k � l is even for Tijkl

and Dijkl� while k � l is odd for Yijkl and Pijkl	 The tensors are obtained by the

minimization of the aberration functions

�q �
X
s

�
qstg � q�tg

�sq
�� �

X
s

�

P
i�j�k�lQijklx

i
fp tan

j �fpy
k
fp tan

l fp � q�tg
�sq

�� ��	���

where jqstg � q�tgj 	 wq	 Here� the subscript q represents one of the four variables

�y� �� � ��� and the index s is varied over all the particles detected with their recon�

structed vertex �ystg� �
s
tg� 

s
tg� �

s� within the intervalw of the peak value �y�tg� �
�
tg� 

�
tg� �

��	

The contribution of each particle track to the aberration function is weighted by the

standard deviation ��y� ��� �	� �
� calculated for the particular track	

To extract the tensor matrix elements� elastic electron scattering data from a thin

���	 mg�cm�� carbon target at a scattering angle of ��� were taken in April� ����	

The procedure was the following�

 A sieve slit with � � � grid of holes was put in front of each spectrometer to

localize the trajectories	 The sieve slit was a piece of ��mm thick tungsten	 The

space between two neighboring holes was ��	� mm in the horizontal direction�
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and �� mm in the vertical direction	 The radius of the small holes was �	� mm�

while the radius of the two large holes was � mm	 The distance from the sieve�slit

to the target was about ���	� cm	 The position of the sieve slit in the TCS was

precisely�determined via survey	

 The spectrometers were individually mispointed so that di�erent y�tg were achieved

�see Figure �����	 Data on three di�erent y�tg were taken	 The position of the

spectrometer for each setting was precisely�determined in the HCS via survey	

Beam

Target

Y

Q1

Spectrometer 
    shift

Q1

Figure ����	 Mispointing the spectromter� �y�tg can be achieved by shifting the spectrometer in the

y direction�

 For each y�tg setting� the elatic scattering peak was moved to seven di�erent

positions on the focal plane �� from �
	�� to �
	�� in steps of �	��� holding

the quadrupole�dipole �eld ratio constant	

 The target position in the HCS was precisely�determined via survey	 Therefore�

y�tg� �
�
tg� and �tg for each hole at each setting could be obtained geometrically	

The ultimate results from the optics study are displayed in the following �gures	
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Figure ����	 HRSE kinematically�corrected relative momentum spectrum for ��C
e� e���

Figure ���� shows the kinematically�corrected relative momentum spectrum for

��C�e� e�� on HRSE using the martix elements obtained from the optics study	 The

incident beam energy was 
� MeV	

The kinematically�corrected relative momentum is the electron relative momentum

�� � dp�p� assuming the scattering angle is the spectrometer central angle ��	 With

the energy loss in the target neglected� the relation between the elastically�scattered
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electron momentum p and the scattering angle � is

p �
pi

� � �pi sin
�������Mt

��	���

where pi is the electron incident momentum� and Mt is the mass of the target	 The

kinematically�corrected momentum pkin is de�ned as

pkin � p
� � �pi sin

�������Mt

� � �pi sin
�������Mt

	 ��	���

To �rst order

pkin � p�� �
pi sin ��
Mt

�� � ���� � p�� �
pi sin ��
Mt

tg�	 ��	���

The kinematically�corrected relative momentum �kin is therefore

�kin �
pkin � p�

p�
��	���

where p� is the spectrometer central momentum	

Figure ���� indicates that the FWHM relative momentum resolution of the spec�

trometer is about �	� � ����	 The ground state and the excited states of ��C are

clearly visible	 The main degradation in the momentum resolution is from multiple

scattering in the exit window of the spectrometer	
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Figure ����	 Relative momentum resolution across the HRS focal plane�

Figure ���� shows the distribution of the relative momentum �dp�p� resolution

across the HRS focal plane	 At the center of the focal plane� the relative momentum

resolution is about �	������� while at the edge� it is about 
	������	 This is mainly

due to the fact that the actual focal plane does not coincide with the �rst wire plane	

Therefore� at the sides of the focal plane� angular information is required to obtain

the focal plane position� which introduces an error	
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Figure ����	 HRSE sieve slit image reconstructed using the matrix elements�

Figure ���
 shows �tg �y�axis� versus tg �x�axis� spectra for ��C�e� e�� with a sieve

slit installed in front of the HRSE	 Note that the spectrometer central axis was not

pointing at the target� and thus the sieve slit central hole was located at tg � �	���

and �tg � �	 Another large hole �around tg � ��	��
 and �tg � ��	�
�� was used

for identifying the orientation of the sieve slit	
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Figure ����	 HRSE transverse position reconstruction for the three�foil waterfall target�

Figure ���� shows the reconstructed transverse position for the waterfall target

with the HRSE matrix elements obtained from the optics study	 The FWHM trans�

verse position resolution is about � mm	 The thickness of each foil along the beamline

is about �	� mm	 With the spectrometer sitting at ��	��� the thickness of the foil is

about �	� mm in the transverse direction	 The three foils can be separated without

overlap	 The background events between the foils are due to scattering from the air

inside the target can	
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����� Absolute Momentum Measurement

The relation between the momentum of a particle passing through the spectrometer

and the focal plane position is

P � %B�� �
�X
i��

dix
i
fp� ��	�
�

where B�kG� is the dipole �eld strength� di�i � �� �� are the spectrometer disper�

sion coe�cients� xfp is the kinematically�corrected focal plane position� and % is the

magnetic constant	

The spectrometer dispersion coe�cients di�i � �� �� were calibrated by varying

the dipole �eld while keeping the momentum P constant	 To calibrate %� electron

scattering from a thin carbon target ���	 mg�cm�� was used	 For each state of ��C�

the energy Ef is related to the corresponding excitation energy Ex� the incoming

beam energy Ei� the mass of target Mt� and the scattering angle � by

Ef �
Ei � Eloss� � Ex�� �

Ex

�Mt
�

� � ��Ei � Eloss�� sin
�������Mt

� Eloss� ��	���

where Eloss� and Eloss� are the mean energy losses before and after scattering	 If

the beam energy is known� extraction of % is very straightforward	 However� since

the beam energy was not known precisely enough� an alternative method using the

�rst few states of ��C and the high momentum resolution of the spectrometers was

developed ����	 The idea was to use the energy di�erence between these states which

is known very precisely and can be measured very accurately at the focal plane �see

Appendix A�	

����� Coincidence Time�of�Flight

The Coincidence Time�of�Flight �CTOF� is the di�erence in time that one particle

took to travel from the target to the focal plane of one spectrometer relative to the
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time it took the other particle to travel from the target to the focal plane of the other

spectrometer	 The CTOF was measured by starting a TDC with the trigger of HRSH

and stopping the TDC with the trigger of HRSE	

The CTOF allows for the distinction between a real coincidence event and an

accidental coincidence event	 A real coincidence event involves two particles emerging

from the target at the same instant� and thus a narrow peak is expected in the CTOF

spectrum	 An accidental coincidence event is caused by two uncorrelated single arm

events which fall within the coincidence timing gate� therefore� it will contribute to the

continuous "at background in the CTOF spectrum	 The ratio of the real coincidence

events to the accidental coincidence events depends on the singles rates� and hence

the beam current and target thickness	 The larger this ratio� the more statistically

precise the data	 To narrow the width of the CTOF peak and thus increase the

real�to�accidental coincidence ratio� several corrections were applied�

 Timing variations in the scintillators	 The timing for a single arm trigger is

determined by the right�hand side photomultiplier tubes �PMTs� of scintillator

plane S�	 Therefore� the timing "uctuates with the location of the particle in

the S� plane	 This "uctuation can be compensated for by taking a mean�time

in the software	 The mean�time is the average of the two TDC values with an

o�set added to center the peak at zero

Meantimei � �TDCL
i � TDCR

i ��� �OFFSETi	 ��	���

The correction to the single arm timing is then given by

TDCcorr
i � TDCuncorr

i �Meantimei	 ��	���

 Di�erences in "ight�time and "ight path�length	 The "ight�time from the target
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to scintillator plane S� for the central ray is

t� �
l�
��

��	��

where l� is the path�length from the target to the S� plane along the central

ray ���� m�� and �� is the velocity of the particle along this central ray	 In

general� the "ight�time from the target to S� along an arbitrary path through

the spectrometer is

t �
l� ��l

�
��	���

where �l is the change in the "ight path�length from the central value� and � is

the velocity	 Thus� the correction to the CTOF for each spectrometer is

�t � t� t� � l��
�

�
� �

��
� �

�l

�
��	
��

�l is a function of �xf � yf � �f � f� and is determined by the spectrometer optics	

 Vertex reconstruction	 For a real coincidence event� the two spectrometers will

reconstruct the same reaction vertex	 Therefore� a cut condition that the two

single arm events are from the same waterfall foil increases the real�to�accidental

coincidence ratio	
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Figure ����	 Corrected CTOF spectrum�

Figure ���� shows the corrected coincidence time�of�"ight spectrum	 The promi�

nent peak at ��� ns is the real coincidence events� while the background is due to

accidental coincidence events	 The ��ns� uniformly�distributed ripples are due to the

beam current microstruture �
�� MHz�	
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Figure ����	 Corrected CTOF spectrum with two spectrometers reconstructing the same reaction

vertex�

Figure ���� shows the corrected coincidence time�of�"ight spectrum with the re�

striction that the two particles came from the same waterfall foil	 The signal�to�noise

ratio was increased dramatically	 The corrected CTOF spectrum has been divided

into several time windows for subtracting accidental coincidence events from the data

�see Section �	��	 The time window Wr includes both real and accidental coincidence

events� while the time windows Wa� and Wa� include purely accidental coincidence

events	

����� Deadtime Correction

There are two deadtime corrections to be made to the data� an electronics deadtime

correction and a computer deadtime correction	
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Electronics deadtime is due to � � the time duration of the logic pulse passed to

the scaler	 If two independent pulses arrive at the scaler within a time interval

shorter than � � then only one pulse may be recorded	 Since the duration of the logic

pulses passed to the scalers is less than ��� ns� and the maximum scaler rate for this

experiment is a few kHz� so this e�ect is less than �� and is neglected	

The computer deadtime refers to events not being recorded due to the fact that

the data acquisition system can process at most one event within ��� �s	 This loss
of events can be corrected by measuring the trigger input and the trigger output	

The setup of the trigger for this experiment is presented in the following table�

Trigger Type Event Type Scaler Description

N�A S� HRSE �res

Input N�A S� HRSH �res

N�A S� HRSE � HRSH �re

� T� ONLY HRSE �res

Output � T� ONLY HRSH �res

� T� HRSE � HRSH �re

Table ���	 A summary of trigger setup� S� is included into S� and S�� while T�� T�� and T� are

exclusive� N�A means not applicable�

For the trigger input� a coincidence event is also recorded as two single arm events	

Therefore� S	 is included within S� and S�	 For the trigger output� a coincidence event

is not recorded as two single arm events	 Thus T�� T�� and T	 are exclusive	

With the deadtime correction taken into account� the total number of HRSE single

arm �e� e�� events N

e�e��
total is given by

N 
e�e��
total �

S� � S	
T�

N 
e�e��
� �

S	
T	
N 
e�e��

	 ��	
��

where N

e�e��
� is the number of �e� e�� events written to tape as event type �� and N


e�e��
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is the number of �e� e�� events written to tape as event type �	 Similarily� the total

number of HRSH single arm �e� p� events� N

e�p�
total �after the deadtime correction� is

N

e�p�
total �

S� � S	
T�

N

e�p�
� �

S	
T	
N


e�p�
	 ��	
��

where N 
e�p�
� is the number of �e� p� events written to tape as event type �� and N 
e�p�

	

is the number of �e� p� events written to tape as event type �	 For coincidence events�

the deadtime correction is di�erent	 The total number of coincidence �e� e�p� events

after the deadtime correction is

N

e�e�p�
total �

S	
T	
N


e�e�p�
	 ��	
��

where N

e�e�p�
	 is the number of �e� e�p� events written to tape as event type �	

Unfortunately� during the experiment� S	 was found to be overcounting for some

of the �

� MeV runs	 A simple model was used to calculate the deadtime	 During

this experiment� a large prescale factor �� ��� was set on S� such that the rate for

T� was less than �� Hz	 Because the large prescale factor acted as a counting clock�

the contribution to the deadtime correction of T� only came from T� and T		 The

fraction of deadtime for T� is

dt� � &T��t� � &T	�t	 � �� p�T�
S� � S	

	 ��	

�

Here �t� and �t	 are the time durations needed for the computer to process a T�

or T	 event respectively	 Since the prescale factor for T	 was always set at unity� the

contribution to the deadtime correction of T	 came from T�� T�� and T		 The fraction

of deadtime for T	 is

dt� � &T��t� � &T��t� � &T	�t		 ��	
��

Here �t� is the time duration needed for the computer to process a T� event� and &T�
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is the rate for T�	 By combining the previous two equations� and noting that S� is

much larger than S	� one gets�

dt� � �� p�T�
S� � S	

� &T��t� � �� p�T�
S�

� &T��t�	 ��	
��

Thus� the deadtime correction factor for coincidence events is

����� dt�� � ���
p�T�
S�

� &T��t��	 ��	
��

�t� was about �� �s with an uncertainty of ��� �s	 This uncertainty was taken as

a systematic error for the deadtime correction which was less than �	��	

��� Spectrometer E�ciency

����� Focal Plane Relative E�ciency

Since the focal plane is not uniformly e�cient� its relative e�ciency pro�le must be

characterized	 The relative e�ciency � is a function of �tg� tg� and �	 If a �� msr

collimator is applied� � depends only upon �	 Because of the similar optical properties�

both the HRSE and HRSH are expected to have essentially the same relative e�ciency

pro�les	

The basic idea behind the measurement of the relative e�ciency pro�le for a spec�

trometer requires a measurement of the same cross section at di�erent positions across

the focal plane	 Variations of the measured cross section across the focal plane are

due to changes of the relative e�ciency	 In the summer of ����� for both spectrom�

eters� ��O�e� e�� and ��O�e� p� spectra in the region where the cross section changes

smoothly as a function of ��� q� were measured at � di�erent central momenta	 A

program RELEFF ���� was used to deconvolute the focal plane e�ciency from the

�e� e�� and �e� p� spectra	 RELEFF approximates the cross section as the sum of
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polynomials fn up to order n

�ij �
X
n

anfn�pij� ��	
�

where �ij is the cross section and pij is the momentum of the ith channel for the jth

measurement	 The polynomials fn can be either regular polynomials of the form xn

or Legendre polynomials	 Here� the Legendre polynomials were used	 �� was de�ned

as

�� �
X
ij

wij�Cij �Nj�ij�i�
� ��	
��

where Cij was the number of counts� wij was the statistical weight in channel i for

run j� Nj was the normalization factor for run j� and �i was the relative e�ciency of

channel i	 Here� Nj was an arbitrary number which was proportional to the luminosity

and inversely proportional to the deadtime correction factor	 An iterative procedure

was used to determine �i and the coe�cients an	 The �i were initialized at unity and

�� minimized with respect to fang such that

���

�an
� �� � a 	 ��	���

This resulted in n linear equations which unambiguously characterized fang

Xn � �mMmnam � � ��	���

where

Xn � �ijwijCij�iNjfn�pij� ��	���
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and

Mmn � �ijwij��iNj�
�fm�pij�fn�pij�	 ��	���

The coe�cients am were determined by calculating M��X	 Using these coe�cients�

new e�ciencies were computed according to

�i �

P
j CijP

j

P
nNjanfn�pij�

	 ��	�
�

The �i so determined were then put back into Equation �	
�	 This procedure was

repeated until �� converged	 This condition enforced the convergence of �i and an	

The three foils for the waterfall target were treated separately� since they cover

di�erent regions in solid angle �see Figure ����	 Figure ���� shows the HRSE �tg

and tg spectra for the central foil	 There is an �almost� uniform region between the

two vertical lines in the �tg plot	 Since the cross section is almost independent of �tg�

the two lines in the �tg plot de�ne the �"at� acceptance region in �tg	 In the tg plot�

the counting rate drops smoothly as a function of tg between the two vertical lines

due to the change in cross section� while outside this region� the counting rate falls

o� dramatically due to the sudden drop in the acceptance in tg	 Therefore� the two

lines in the tg plot de�ne the �"at� acceptance region in tg	 Di�erent cuts on solid

angle were applied for di�erent foils such that within the di�erent solid angle regions�

all the particles with essentially the central momentum �dp�p � �� could reach the

focal plane with the equal probability	 For the central foil� this solid angle was 
	��

msr� while for the side foil� the solid angle varied depending upon the spectrometer

angle	 Therefore the relative e�ciency presented here is basically the product of

the momentum acceptance of the spectrometer and the overall e�ciency of the focal

plane	 The relative e�ciency pro�les of the HRSE and the HRSH are given in Figure

���� and Figure ���� respectively	 Cuts on the solid angle used for calculating the
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relative e�ciencies are listed in Table �	�	

Foil � ����� 	 
tg 	 �����������	 �tg 	 �����

HRSE Foil � ����� 	 
tg 	 ������������	 �tg 	 �����

Foil � ����� 	 
tg 	 ������������	 �tg 	 �����

Foil � ����� 	 
tg 	 �����������	 �tg 	 �����

HRSH Foil � ����� 	 
tg 	 �����������	 �tg 	 �����

Foil � ����� 	 
tg 	 �����������	 �tg 	 �����

Table ���	 Cuts applied on the soild angle for the di�erent foils� The HRSE was at ������� and the

HRSH was at ������� Foil � was the downstream foil�
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Figure ����	 
tg vs �tg for the three di�erent foils� The data taken were
��O
e� e��� The electron

beam energy was ������ MeV� and the scattering angle was �������
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Figure ���	 HRSE 
tg and �tg spectra for the central foil� The ranges within the vertical lines

de�ne the ��at� acceptance region in solid angle� For the side foils� the �at solid angle region varies

depending upon the angular position of the spectrometer�
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Figure ����	 Relative e ciency pro�le of the HRSE for the three water foils� The HRSE was at

������� The solid angles covered by the foils are listed in Table ����
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Figure ����	 Relative e ciency pro�le of the HRSH for the three water foils� The HRSH was at

������� The solid angles covered by the foils are listed in Table ����
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����� Normalization

Measurement of the cross section for the �e� e�p� reaction requires knowledge of the

luminosity l and the overall coincidence e�ciency �� where

� � �e�p�coin	 ��	���

Here �e is the electron single arm e�ciency� �p is the proton single arm e�ciency� and

�coin is the coincidence trigger e�ciency	 In this experiment� �coin�p was measured

with the H�e� e�p� reaction� while l�e was determined using H�e� e��	

H�e� e�p� is a two�body reaction	 Thus� once the outcoming electron is detected�

the momentum and direction of the corresponding proton is known	 If this proton is

within the acceptance of the hadron arm but not detected� an ine�cient event has

occured	 The data taken with the HRSH along �q at Ebeam � 
�	� MeV was used

for the measurement of �p�coin	 The HRSE was at ���	��� while the HRSH was at

��	��	 The angular spread of scattered electrons was about �	� times as large as the

angular spread of protons in both the vertical and transverse directions	 The central

momenta of both spectrometers were set so that the electrons and protons from the

H�e� e�p� reaction would be detected in the "at e�ciency region of the focal plane	

There was no prescaling for electron single arm events or coincidence events	 A rigid

cut was made on the electron arm solid angle to ensure that the proton from each

H�e� e�p� event would reach the focal plane	 The following procedure was then applied

to obtain �p�coin�

 A histogram of the kinematically�corrected relative momentum for the coinci�

dence events �Figure ����a� was generated	

 A histogram of the kinematically�corrected relative momentum for the electron

single arm events �Figure ����b� was generated	

 A polynomial was used to �t the background of Figure ����b� and the background
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was then subtracted �Figure ����c�	
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Figure ����	 Kinematically�corrected relative momentum spectra for H
e� e�p�� Plot a is for the

coincidence events� plot b is for the electron single arm events� and plot c is obtained from plot b

after the background subtraction�

The ratio of the integration over the elastic peak range of Figure ����c to that for

Figure ����a is about �	��� which indicates that �p�coin is �	��	 This ine�ciency is

reasonably consistent with proton absorption in the material it traverses on the way

to the focal plane� as well as the ine�ciency in the trigger electronics	

The total number of H�e� e�� events �NH� after deadtime and radiative corrections
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applied is

NH � �l�e�H
e�e�� ��	���

where the factor of two is due to two protons in each water molecule� and �H
e�e�� is

the integrated H�e� e�� cross section	 The total number of H�e� e�� events was obtained

using the program ALLFIT ��������	 For the data with the HRSH along �q� the peak

corresponding to H�e� e�� sits on top of quasielastic peak	 ALLFIT was used to �t the

��O�e� e�� background using 
th�order polynomials� integrate the H�e� e�� events� and

simutaneously perform the radiative corrections	
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Figure ����	 Energy transfer spectra for H
e� e��� The top plot includes quasielastic ��O
e� e�� events�

while the bottom plot is obtained after the ��O
e� e�� background is subtracted using ALLFIT

���������

The Mainz parametrization ��
� for the H�e� e�� cross section was used for normal�

ization

d�

d�e
�

�M

� � �Ei

Mp
sin� �e

�

�
G�
E � �G�

M

� � �
� ��G�

M tan�
�e
�
� ��	���

where �M is the Mott cross section� �e is the electron scattering angle� Ei is the
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incident electron beam energy� Mp is the mass of proton� � � Q��
M�
p � and GE and

GM are the proton electric and magnetic form factors

GE�Q
�� �

�	���

� �Q���	�
�

�	���

� �Q����	��
� �	���

� �Q��

	�
�

�	��

� �Q����
	�
��	��

GM�Q��

�
�

�	��


� �Q��	�
�

�	���

� �Q����	��
� �	
�

� �Q��

	�
�

�	���

� �Q�����	

	 ��	���

The cross section integrated over solid angle was calculated	 Using this method� the

product of the luminosity and the absolute detection e�ciency for electrons �l�e� was

obtained for each run	

����� Waterfall Foil Thickness

The thickness of the three waterfall foils was measured once during the experiment	

First� by comparing ��O�e� e�� atj�q j � ��� MeV�c from a solid BeO target to that

obtained from the waterfall target� this thickness of the center foil was determined	

The thickness of the solid BeO target was ���	� 
 �	� mg�cm�	 By comparing H�e� e��

from the central foil to the two side foils� the thickness of the side foils was determined	

The thickness �along the beam line� of the three foils is presented in Table �	�	

Foil number � � �

Thickness 
mg�cm�� ����� � ��� ����� � ��� ����� � ���

Table ���	 Waterfall foil thickness�

��	 Phase Space Volume Calculation

Cross section is a function of the phase space variables ��Q�� Emiss� and Pmiss	 Exper�

imentally� the data were acquired with a �nite acceptance	 This means the measured

cross section is always a cross section averaged over a certain phase space range	 The

number of counts within the bin B�����Q�� �Emiss��Pmiss� after the corrections
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for deadtime and luminosity have been applied is given by

NB �

Z
B

d��

d�d�edEmissd�p

�Ad�d�edEmissd�p

� h d��

d�d�edEmissd�p
i
B

Z
B

�Ad�d�edEmissd�p ��	���

where �A is the six�dimensional e�ciency function within the bin B� and the inte�

gration is over the acceptance of the spectrometers	 The cross section determined

experimentally is

h d��

d�d�edEmissd�p

i
B

�
NB

VB
��	���

where the phase space volume is de�ned by

VB �

Z
B

�Ad�d�edEmissd�p	 ��	���

The measured cross section approaches the theoretical cross section when the latter

does not vary within B or the size of B � �	

To calculate the phase space volume� the spectrometer e�ciency function �A must

be known very well	 Both the HRSE and HRSH have the feature that the acceptance

is "at over approximately � msr of solid angle ���	�� to ��	�� in dp�p�	 Thus� over

this region� �A is just the overall e�ciency of the two spectrometers ��e�p�coin�	 For

this restricted acceptance� the phase space volume can be rewritten as

VB � �AV
�
B � �A

Z
B

Jd�d�edTpd�p ��	���
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where J is the Jacobian

J � j�Emiss

�Tp
j

� j�Emiss

�pp
�
�pp
�Tp

�j

� j�� Ep

Erec
�
�pp � �pmiss

p�p
�j

� j� � Ep

Erec
��� q

pp
cos �pq�j	 ��	�
�

Note that the Jacobian is essentially unity for the kinematics of this experiment	

A Monte Carlo approach has been taken to calculate the phase space volume	 N�

random samples of Ef � �
e
tg� 

e
tg� Tp� �

p
tg� and ptg are generated within the "at accep�

tance region of the spectrometers and from these variables� the kinematic quantities

��Q�� Emiss and Pmiss are calculated	 The number of events N that fall into the bin

B�����Q�� �Emiss��Pmiss� is noted	 The phase space volume for the bin B is thus

just

VB � �AV
�
B � �A

N

N�

�Ef��e�Tp��p	 ��	���

��
 Cross Section Calculation

After all the individual runs were analyzed with ESPACE� the data was sorted into

four�dimensional bins �����Q���Emiss��Pmiss�	 For each bin� the accidental coin�

cidence events were subtracted from the data	 Figure ���� shows the corrected CTOF

spectrum	 Wr is the width of the time window which covers the prompt peak and the

number of events in this region is Nr	 Wa� and Wa� are the widths of the two time

windows used for the determination of the number of accidental coincidence events

under the prompt peak	 The total number of events in these two regions is Na	 The
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number of true coincidence events Nt is then given by

Nt � Nr �Na
Wr

Wa� �Wa�

��	���

and �Nt� the standard error of Nt is

�Nt �

r
N�
r �N�

a �
Wr

Wa� �Wa�

��	 ��	���

The cross section for each �����Q���Emiss��Pmiss� bin is obtained using

h d��

d�d�edEmissd�p
i �

P
i f

i
dtN

i
t �����Q

���Emiss��Pmiss�P
i li�e�p�coinV

������Q���Emiss��Pmiss�
��	��

where

f idt is the deadtime correction factor for run i�

N i
t is the number of true coincidence events from run i�

li�e is the product of the luminosity and the HRSE e�ciency for run i �calculated

from H�e� e����

�p�coin is the product of the coincidence trigger e�ciency and the HRSH e�ciency�

and

V � is the phase space volume �see Equation �	��� for bin ���� �Q�� �Emiss� �Pmiss�	

��� Radiative Corrections

The electron and proton radiate in the electromagnetic �eld	 The emission and re�

absorption of virtual photons corresponds to the vertex correction� mass renormal�

ization� and vacuum polarization of the exchanged photon� and therefore changes

the cross section	 The radiation of a real photon not only changes the cross section�

but also changes the energy and momentum transfer in the �e� e�p� reaction	 Thus� to
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compare the measured results directly to a theoretical calculation� it is very important

to properly unfold the radiative processes from the data	

���� Theory of Radiative Corrections

Three processes are considered for radiative corrections�

 Internal bremsstrahlung �Schwinger correction ������ in which the electron ra�

diates real or virtual photons while it interacts with the Coulomb �eld of the

nucleus involved in the �e� e�p� reaction	

 External bremsstrahlung� in which the electron radiates while it interacts with

the Coulomb �eld of a nucleus other than the one involved in the �e� e�p� reaction	

 Landau straggling� in which the electron or proton loses energy due to the ion�

ization of the target atoms	

Internal bremsstrahlung� which was �rst calculated by Schwinger ���� and later

improved by Mo and Tsai ��������� has the largest overall contribution to the radia�

tive correction	 These processes are diagrammed in Figure ���
	 Diagrams a and b

correspond to the emission of a real photon from the electron before and after the

interaction� respectively	 If the energy of the real photon �E�� is larger than the

cuto� energy �Em� then the resulting event will end up in the radiative tail of the

missing energy spectrum	 In e�ect� a correction must be made to relocate the event

back to the bin in which it should have been registered	 Thus� the contribution to

the internal bremsstrahlung correction arising from these diagrams depends on the

cuto� energy �Em � the larger the �Em� the smaller the correction	 Diagrams c and

d correspond to the emission and re�absorption of a virtual photon by the incident or

scattered electron� which results in the renormalization of the electron mass	 Diagram

e shows emission of a virtual photon by the incident electron and reabsorption by the

scattered electron	 The missing energy of this event is unchanged! however� the 
�
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momentum of the exchanged virtual photon is di�erent	 This process amounts to an

overall renormalization of the vertex� and thus it changes the cross section	 Diagram

f results in the renormalization of the virtual photon due to the vacuum polarization	

a

c

b

d

e f

Figure ����	 Feynman diagrams for internal bremsstrahlung� Diagram a and b correspond to the

emission of a real photon from the electron before and after the interaction� respectively� Diagram

c and d result in the renormalization of the electron mass� Diagram e amounts to an overall renor�

malization of the vertex� Diagram f results in the renormalization of the virtual photon due to the

vacuum polarization�
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The program RADCOR ������� uses the formalism proposed by Penner �
�� based

on ���� for the Schwinger correction	 The measured cross section and the cross section

with internal bremsstrahlung e�ects included are related by

�Schw � �expfSchw	 ��	���

The correction factor fSchw is given by

fSchw �
e
real

�� �virtual
��	���

where

�real �



�
ln �

EiEfb

���E�
m

�fln �Q
�

m�
e

�� �g ��	���

�virtual � �

�
f��
�
�ln �

Q�

�
�� ��� ��

�
� ��

�
� �

�
ln� �

Ei

Ef
� � L��cos

� �e
�
�g ��	���

with

b � � �
��

M
sin��

�e
�
� ��	���

� � � �
�Ei

M
sin��

�e
�
� ��	�
�

and L� is the Spence function

L��x� � �
Z x

�

ln ��� y�

y
dy	 ��	���

The internal bremsstrahlung described above does not depend upon target thick�

ness	 However� with external bremsstralung� the electron radiates due to the interac�

tions with the Coulomb �eld of nuclei other than the nucleus involved in the �e� e�p�

reaction	 Therefore� this e�ect does depend on the amount of material through which

the electron passes	 The formalism for external bremsstrahlung in RADCOR is given
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by Friedrich �
��	 The correction factor for external bremsstrahlung� fext is

fext � expf t

X�

���� � �

�
� � � ln �

�

�Em

� � �
�Em

�
� �

�
�
�Em

�
���g ��	���

where

t �g�cm�� is thickness of material the electron passes through�

� �MeV� is the beam energy Ei if the radiation happens before the interaction� or the

�nal electron energy Ef if the radiation happens after the interaction�

� is �
�
��� � �Z � ����l�Z � l���� with l� � �	���� �

�
lnZ and l� � �	��� �

�
lnZ� and

X� �g�cm�� is the radiation length of the material� X� � ���	
���A�Z���Z�l� �
f�Z���l��� and f�Z� � �Z
��f�	�����Z
�����	������	���Z
�����Z
������g	

Charged particles passing through a material can lose energy due to collisions with

atomic electrons	 The energy transfered to the atomic electrons can lead to excitation

of the atom or even ionization	 This process is called Landau straggling� and it

can shift the missing energy peak	 Like external bremsstrahlung� the correction for

Landau straggling depends on the target thickness	 The correction factor for Landau

straggling� fLand is given by Findlay and Dusautoy �
��

fLand �
�X
i��


i�
�X
i��


ip�x� ��	���

with

p�x� � �� �

��� �
P�

i�� �ix
i��

x �
p
���Em�� � '� ci��di

di �
q
g�i � �� ���	Z�������

� � �	�����Z�A�t���

' � ln �������� ����� �	 lnZ � �� � �	���
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� for an electron or for a proton is given by

�electron � ����	�� � ln�t����

�proton � �� ln �
��

�� ��
� �	� lnZ � �� � ��	��
��� ��	��

where � is the target density in g�cm�	 The parameters gi� 
i� ci and �i are listed in

Table �	
	

i gi �i ci i

� ����� ������ ����� �������

� ���� ����� ������ �������

� ���� ������ ����� ��������

� ���� ������ ���� �������

� ���� ������ ���

� ���� ������ ���

� ���� ����� ���

� ���� ������ ����

 ��� ������ ����

Table ���	 Landau straggling parameters�

���� Procedure of Radiative Correction

In principle� to unfold the radiative tail from the data perfectly using the techniques

described in the previous section� knowledge of the cross section at all possible ���

Q�� Emiss� Pmiss� values that could cause strength to shift into the acceptance of

the experiment is required	 This is simply not possible	 Fortunately� for response

function separation� only a small region of phase space is involved� and for that

region� the radiative tail comes mainly from the piece of phase space which is within

the experimental acceptance	

The data for the cross section was �rst sorted into �Emiss� Pmiss� bins	 The bin size
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was � MeV in Emiss� and � MeV�c in Pmiss	 Radiative unfolding of the cross section

starts with the row of Pmiss bins for �p��� state� since no strength can be shifted into

this region due to radiation from lower Emiss bins	 The cross section for each bin in

this row is corrected for radiative processes	 The original contents of the bin ��exp�

is multiplied by the correction factors in the previous section

���Emiss� Pmiss� � �exp�Emiss� Pmiss�f��e �f��e
��f��p� ��	���

while the cuto� energy is the distance from the peak to the edge of the bin	 f��e ��

f��e ��� and f��p � are the radiative correction factors for �e� �e �� and �p

f��e � �
p
fSchw��e �fext��e �fLand��e� ��	��

f��e �� �
p
fSchw��e ��fext��e

��fLand��e
�� ��	��

f��p � � fLand��p �	 ��	��

The next step is to subtract the tails from this bin	 To calculate the radiative

tails� the peaking approximation was used! that is� the radiated photon is assumed

to be in the direction of the charged particle	 Also� the fact that there are actually

three tails �one due to radiation by the incoming electron� one due to radiation by

the outgoing electron� and one due to Landau straggling of the proton� needs to be

taken into account	 These three radiative tails can each go in di�erent directions on

the Emiss versus Pmiss plot	 If the radiated photon energy is E�� both the missing

energy and the missing momentum are modi�ed as follows�

Eobs
miss � Emiss � E� ��	��

�P obs
miss �

�����
����

�Pmiss � E�
$k if emitted by the incoming electron

�Pmiss � E�
$k� if emitted by the outcoming electron

�Pmiss � E�
Ep

p
$p if emitted by the ejected proton	

��	
�
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The amounts that should be subtracted from the ith bin due to the radiative tails

coming from the �rst bin are

���ei �
��
�
�

�

fi��e �
� �

fi����e �
�f� � �

f���e ��
�

�

f���p�
�

�

f���e ��f���p�
g ��	��

for the tail caused by radiation from the incoming electron�

���e
�

i �
��
�
�

�

fi��e ��
� �

fi����e ��
�f� � �

f���e �
�

�

f���p �
�

�

f���e �f���p�
g ��	��

for the tail caused by radiation from the outgoing electron� and

���pi �
��
�
�

�

fi��p �
� �

fi����p �
�f� � �

f���e ��
�

�

f���e �
�

�

f���e ��f���e ��
g ��	��

for the tail caused by Landau straggling of the proton	

This process is then repeated for the subsequent �Emiss� Pmiss� bins in a systematic

fashion	 Figure ���� shows the ��O�e� e�p� cross section plots before and after radiative

correction	
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e� e�p� cross section before and after radiative correction� The beam energy was

����� MeV� and 
pq � ��
��
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��� Response Function Separation

����� RLT Separation

Data were taken on both sides of �q at Ebeam � �

�	� MeV ��pq � 
�� 
���� 
�����
and at Ebeam � ��
�	� MeV ��pq � 
��	 This data set was used to separate the

response function RLT 	

The cross section for a well�de�ned state of ��O can be written as

d	�

d�d�ed�p
� R

Eppp
�����

�M �VLRL � VTRT � VLTRLT cos� VTTRTT cos �� ��	�

where R is a recoil factor given by

R � j�� Ep

ER

�pp � �pR
�pp � �pp j

��	 ��	��

For perpendicular kinematics� R is equal to unity	 The kinematic factors Vs depend

only on ���Q��� while the response functions Rs depend also on �Emiss� Pmiss�	 In

principle� the response functionRLT can be obtained from two cross sections measured

at  � �� and  � ��� with ���Q�� Emiss� Pmiss� held constant

RLT �
�

�KVLT
�

d	�

d�d�ed�p
� � ���� d	�

d�d�ed�p
� � ����� ��	���

where

K �
Eppp
�����

�M 	 ��	���

Since the spectrometers have �nite acceptance� matching the phase space ��� Q��

Pmiss� on both sides of �q for each valence state is very important	
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Figure ����	 A Monte Carlo simulation of the missing momentum vs missing energy plot for 
pq �

���� The density of the dots is proportional to the phase space volume� The shapes of phase space

on both sides of �q is dramatically di�erent�

In the analysis� the phase space ��� Q�� Emiss� Pmiss� was uniformly binned on

both sides of �q in the same manner	 The bin size was � MeV�c in Pmiss� �� MeV in ��
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�	�� �GeV�c�� in Q�� and � MeV in Emiss	 These bins were labeled Lj and Rj� where

j � �� �� �				 Lj was the jth bin at one side of �q and Rj was the jth bin at the other

side of �q	 Lj and Rj had the same range in ��� Q�� Emiss� Pmiss�	 For each valence

state� therefore Emiss was �xed� the radiatively�corrected cross section and the phase

space volume on both sides of �q were calculated for each grid bin in �� Q� and Pmiss	

Among all the bins at both side of �q �Lj and Rj� j � �� �� �			�� the largest phase space

volume V max was obtained	 The jth pair of bins �Lj and Rj� were selected for the

RLT separation only if their phase space volumes were simutaneously larger than ���

of V max	 For the selected ith pair of bins� the response function Ri
LT is calculated as

the following

Ri
LT �

�i����� �i�����

�KiV i
LT

��	���

where

�Ri
LT �

p
���i������ � ���i�������

�KiV i
LT

	 ��	���

The averaged response function RLT is therefore

RLT �
�

N

NX
i��

Ri
LT ��	�
�

where

�RLT �
�

N

vuut NX
i��

��Ri
LT �

� ��	���

and the averaged kinematic quantities ��� �Q� and �Pmiss are just

�� �
�

N

NX
i��

�i� �Q� �
�

N

NX
i��

Q�i� �Pmiss �
�

N

NX
i��

P i
miss ��	���
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where �i� P i
miss� and Q�i are the central values of the ith pair of selected bins	

����� RL�TT � RT Separation

Data were taken at Ebeam � �

�	� MeV ��pq � 
�� 
����� at Ebeam � ��
�	� MeV

��pq � 
��� and at Ebeam � 
�	� MeV ��pq � ��������	 These data sets was used

to separate RL�TT and RT 	

From the sum of the cross sections measured on both sides of �q with �� Q�� Emiss�

and Pmiss �xed� one can obtain

VLRL � VTRT � VTTRTT � VL�RL �
VTT
VL

RTT � � VTRT

�
����� � ������

�K

� (�� ��	���

and

�(� �

p
���i������ � ���i�������

�K
��	��

From the cross section measured at the same ��� Q�� Emiss� Pmiss�� but a di�erent

beam energy �a di�erent electron scattering angle �e�� one has

VLRL � V �
TRT � V �

LTRLT � VTTRTT � VL�RL �
VTT
VL

RTT � � V �
LTRLT � V �

TRT

�
������

K �
��	���

where ������ is the cross section and K � is the kinematic factor at the di�erent beam

energy	 Recall the expression for RLT from Equation �	��

VL�RL �
VTT
VL

RTT � � V �
TRT �

������

K �
� V �

LTRLT

� (� ��	����
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and

�(� �

r
���������

K ��
� V ��

LT ��RLT ��	 ��	����

RL�
VTT
VL

RTT and RT may then be separated by combining Equations �	�� and �	����

RL �
VTT
VL

RTT �
VT(� � V �

T(�

VL�VT � V �
T �

��	����

��RL �
VTT
VL

RTT � �

p
V �
T ��(��� � V �

T
���(���

VLjVT � V �
T j

��	����

RT �
(� � (�

VT � V �
T

��	��
�

�RT �

p
��(��� � ��(���

jVT � V �
T j

	 ��	����

In this experiment� the ranges of � and Q� sampled at Ebeam � 
�	� MeV are

much smaller than those at Ebeam � �

�	� MeV	 Therefore� much of the data at

Ebeam � �

�	� MeV was neglected to match the phase space for the 
�	� MeV

beam energy data	 Data were taken on only one side of �q � � ��� at the 
�	� MeV

beam energy� and on both sides of �q � � �� and  � ���� for �

�	� MeV beam

energy	 Only those data that overlap in �� Q� and Pmiss were used for the response

function separation	 After the phase space matching was performed for the three

data sets� the range for both � and Q� was �
��� while that for Pmiss was �
��
MeV�c	 Due to limited statistics� a single bin in ��� Q�� Pmiss� was made for the

matched data	

Data were also taken at �pq � 
� with ��
�	� MeV beam	 Therefore� in addition

to Equations �	�� and �	���� an additional equation arises

VL�RL �
VTT
VL

RTT � � V �
T
�RT �

������� � ��������

�K ��

� (� ��	����
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where ������� and �������� are the cross sections measured on both sides of �q� and

K �� is the kinematic factor at Ebeam � ��
�	� MeV	 By plotting (�VL as a function

of VT�VL and �tting a line to the data points� RL � VTT
VL

RTT �the intersection of the

line with the y�axis� and RT �the slope of the line� may be extracted	

����� RL� RT Separation

The cross sections were measured with the HRSH placed along �q at three beam

energies� 
�	� MeV� ��
�	� MeV and �

�	� MeV	 Figure ���� shows a scatterplot

of missing energy and missing momentum for a beam energy of 
�	� MeV� and the

HRSH along �q	 Due to the huge number of events in the H�e� e�p� radiative tail� a

cut on missing momentum �
� MeV�c � pmiss � �� MeV�c� was applied to obtain

the ��O �p�shell knockout events	 Note that although the HRSH was along �q� this

data set was not in parallel kinematics	 Because the proton momentum �pp and �q have

about the same magnitude� the missing momentum �
� MeV�c � pmiss � �� MeV�c�

arises from the angle betwen them� not from the di�erence of the magnitudes of the

vectors	 As the azimuthal angle  varies from � to ��� the contribution from RLT and

RTT after averaging over the acceptance is negligible� and only RL and RT survive	

Therefore as

d	�

d�d�ed�p
��
Eppp
�����

�MVL� � RL �
VT
VL

RT ��	����

a straight line is �t for the cross sections at the three beam energies as a function of

VT�VL� so that RL and RT can be obtained	
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Figure ����	 Missing energy vs� missing momentum for the HRSH along �q at Ebeam � ����� MeV�

The phase space ranges and the averaged kinematical variables used to calculate

the cross sections are listed in Table �	� and Table �	�	
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Beam Energy � Q� pmiss


MeV� 
MeV� 
GeV�c�� 
MeV�c�

����� ��� 	 � 	 ��� ��� 	 Q� 	 ���� �� 	 pmiss 	 ��

������ ��� 	 � 	 ��� ���� 	 Q� 	 ���� �� 	 pmiss 	 ��

������ ��� 	 � 	 ��� ���� 	 Q� 	 ���� �� 	 pmiss 	 ��

Table ���	 Phase space ranges used to calculate the cross sections for the HRSH along �q�

Beam Energy !� !Q� !pmiss


MeV� 
MeV� 
GeV�c�� 
MeV�c�

����� ����� ���� ����

������ ����� ���� ����

������ ����� ����� ����

Table ���	 The averaged phase space variables for the data set�

Note that the data from three beam energies have slightly di�erent �� and �Q�	 This

is due to the fact that the shape of the phase space at each beam energy is dramatically

di�erent	 The ranges of the phase space at ��
�	� MeV and �

�	� MeV are slightly

di�erent �� shifted by ���� so that the phase space volume is "at as a function of

�� Pmiss� and Emiss	 This makes the cross sections less sensitive to all the systematic

uncertainties	 Theoretically� ��K�Mott �the measured cross section divided by the

kinematic factor and Mott cross section� may vary by ���� if � is changed by ��	

This ���� variation in ��K�Mott is taken as a systematic uncertainty� and is still

smaller than the statistical error	 Therefore� the separation of the response functions

RL and RT is still meaningful	

Figure ��� shows the cross sections as a function of VT�VL	 The response functions

RL and RT may be obtained by �tting a line to the data points	 The slope of each

line is RT � and the intersection of each line with y�axis is RL	
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Results and Conclusion

��� Experimental Results and Systematic Uncertainties

The �nal cross sections are presented in Table 
	� and Table 
	�	

Beam Energy d���d�d"ed"p Pmiss


MeV� 
nb�MeV�sr�� 
MeV�c�

�p��� �p���

������ ������ ����� ������ ����� ����

������ 
������ ������� ���� 
������ ������� ���� ����

����� 
���� ������� ���� 
������ ������� ���� ����

Table ���	 Measured ��O
e� e�p�
�p��� cross sections for the HRSH along �q�

Table 
	� shows the measured ��O�e� e�p���p��� cross sections with the HRSH along

�q at three incident beam energies	 With the cuts applied to remove the radiative tail

from H�e� e�p�� the missing momentum is perpendicular to �q� and the contribution to

the cross section from RLT and RTT average to zero	 The proton kinetic energy is


�� MeV	 Recall the cut conditions and the averaged � and Q� for each data point

are listed in Table �	� and Table �	�	

���
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�p��� �p���

Beam Energy d���d�d"ed"p Pmiss d���d�d"ed"p Pmiss


MeV� 
nb�MeV�sr�� 
MeV�c� 
nb�MeV�sr�� 
MeV�c�

������ 
������ ������� ���� ������ 
������ ������� ���� ������


������ ������� ���� ����� 
������ ������� ���� ������

������ ����� ����� ���� ����� �����

������ ����� ����� ������ ����� �����

����� ����� ���� ������ ����� ����

����� ����� ���� ������ ����� ����


������ ������� ���� ���� 
������ ������ ���� �����


������ ������� ���� ����� 
������ ������� ���� �����

������ ������ ����� ������ ����� ����� ������

����� ����� ����� ������ ����� �����

����� 
����� ������� ���� ������ 
������ ������� ���� ������


������ ������� ���� ������ 
������ ������� ���� ������

Table ���	 Measured ��O
e� e�p�
�p��� cross sections in perpendicular kinematics�

The measured ��O�e� e�p���p��� cross sections in perpendicular kinematics are

listed in Table 
	�	 The average � is 
�� MeV� the average Q� is �	 �GeV�c�� and

the kinetic energy of proton Tp is 
�� MeV	 A positive missing momentum means the

azimuthal angle  � ����p � �q�	

The �nal response functions are listed in Table 
	�� Table 
	
� and Table 
	�	

�p��� �p���

RL �
VTT
VL

RTT 
fm
�� ����� ��� 
����� ����� ���� ���� ���� ����� �����

RT 
fm
�� ������ ���� ������ ���� ������ ���� ����� �����

Pmiss 
MeV�c� ���� ���� ����� �����

Table ���	 Response functions RL �
VTT
VL

RTT and RT for the �p states of
��O�

Table 
	� lists the separated response functions RL � VTT
VL

RTT and RT for the �p

states of ��O	 The average � is 
�� MeV� the average Q� is �	 �GeV�c��� and the
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proton kinetic energy is 
�� MeV	

�p��� �p���

Beam Energy RLT Pmiss RLT Pmiss


MeV� 
fm�� 
MeV�c� 
fm�� 
MeV�c�

������ ������ ����� ���� ������� ����� ����

���� ����� ���� ������ ���� �����

������� ������ ���� ������ ����� �����


������� ���� ���� ����� 
������ ����� ���� �����

������ ������ ����� ����� ������ ���� �����

Table ���	 Response function RLT for the �p states of
��O�

Table 
	
 lists the separated response function RLT for the �p states of ��O	 The

average � is 
�� MeV� the average Q� is �	 �GeV�c��� and the proton kinetic energy is


�� MeV	 The response function RLT for the �p states has been measured twice using

two di�erent beam energies �

�	� MeV and ��
�	� MeV at a missing momentum

���� MeV�c	 The results from the two measurements agree within one standard

deviation	 This indicates the systematic error for this experiment is very small	

�p��� �p���

RL 
fm
�� ����� ���� ����� ����

RT 
fm
�� ����� ���� ���� ���

Pmiss ���� ����

Table ���	 Response functions RL and RT for the �p states of
��O�

Table 
	� lists the separated response functions RL and RT for the data taken with

the HRSH along �q	 The average Pmiss is ��	� MeV�c	 Recall the average � and Q�

are listed in Table �	�	

The measured left�right asymmetry �ALT � is listed in Table 
	�	
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�p��� �p���

Beam Energy ALT Pmiss ALT Pmiss


MeV� 
MeV�c� 
MeV�c�

������ ����� ����� ���� ������ ����� ����

������� ����� ���� ������� ����� �����

������ ����� ���� ������ ���� �����

������� ����� ����� ������ ����� �����

������ ������� ����� ����� ������� ����� �����

Table ���	 ALT for the �p states of
��O�

ALT is de�ned as

ALT �
�� � ���� �� � ����

�� � ��� � �� � ����
� �
	��

where  � �� means �q � �p	 The average � is 
�� MeV� the average Q� is �	

�GeV�c��� and the proton kinetic energy is 
�� MeV	 At missing momentum ����
MeV�c� the agreement between the two ALT measurements at beam energies of �

�	�

MeV and ��
�	� MeV indicates that the systematic error for this experiment is very

small	

A quantitative estimate of the systematic errors in this experiment is listed in

Table 
	�	
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Quantity Uncertainty � e�ect on cross section

Beam energy ��� � ���

Electron scattering angle ��� mr ���

Proton scattering angle ��� mr ���

Proton soild angle ��� � ���

Luminosity 
relative� ��� � ���

Luminosity 
absolute� ��� � ���

Total uncertainty ���

Table ���	 A summary of the systematic errors in E������

The total systematic error for the ��O�e� e�p� cross section is a little less than

��	 It is dominated by the uncertainty of H�e� e�� cross section� which has been

used to obtain the absolute luminosity	 The uncertainty from di�erent quantities in

Table 
	� contributes di�erently to the error of the response functions	 Since the

uncertainty in absolute luminosity applies to each cross section measurement equally�

its contribution to the error in the separated response functions is just itself� 
	��	 For

the remaining quantities in Table 
	�� the uncertainties randomly in"uence each cross

section measurement! therefore� they contribute to the error of response functions in

the same manner as the statistical uncertainty	

��� Comparison with Theories

At present� two DWIA calculations are available for the kinematics of this exeriment	

One was performed by Kelly ���� with a non�relativistic approach� and the other was

performed by Van Orden �
�� in a fully�relativistic approach	

����� NRDWIA from Kelly

The calculation by Kelly used the program LEA ����	 The details of this calculation

are described in �������	 Some main features are presented here�
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 Coulomb Distortion	 The e�ect of Coulomb distortion is included in LEA in the

E�ective Momentum Approximation

�qeff � �q �
�
Z

�RZEi
��q � �

�kf

j�kf j
� �
	��

where RZ is the RMS radius and Ei is the incident beam energy	

 Bound State Wavefunction	 LEA calculates the proton bound state wave func�

tion by solving the Schr odinger equation

�� �h�

�Mp
�� �V Z�r� � V C�r� � V LS�r��L � ���b � Ebb �
	��

where

V Z�r� �

�Z � ��

�R�
Z

��R�
Z � r�� �
	
�

V C�r� � �V�f�r� �
	��

V LS�r� � �V LS
�

�

r

df�r�

dr
�
	��

with

f�r� �
�

� � e
r�R
a

	 �
	��

To correct for the nonlocality e�ect� the radial wave function has been multiplied

by the Perey factor �

�

P �r� � �� �
�

��h�
��V�f�r��

���� �
	�

where � is the reduced mass �see Equation �	��� and the nonlocality parameter

� is chosen to be �	� fm	

 Ejectile Distortion	 The �nal state interaction between the proton and the resid�
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ual nucleus has been descibed by the global Dirac optical potential EDAD������

which is obtained by �tting proton elastic scattering data in the energy range

�����
� MeV for ��C� ��O� ��Ca� ��Zr� and ���Pb	 The proton kinetic energy for

this experiment is about 
�� MeV� which is right within the energy range this

potential was determined	 The Dirac spinor )��r � satis�es the Dirac equation

��
 � �pp � ��mp � S��) � �E � V � V Z�) �
	��

where S is the scaler potential� V is the vector potential� and V Z is the coulomb

potential	 Both S and V have the form

U � UR
� f�x� � iU I

� f�x� � UR
�

df�x�

dx
� iU I

�

df�x�

dx
�
	���

with

f�x� � ��� � ex��� � e�x���� �
	���

x � �r � R��a	 �
	���

Each of the four components of the scaler and vector potentials can be expanded

into polynomials in terms of A and E	 By eliminating the lower component

����r � of the spinor )��r �� the Dirac equation becomes an equivalent Schr odinger

equation

��� � k� � ���UZ � UC � ULS�L � ���� � � �
	���

where the upper component ����r � of spinor )��r � is related to  by the Darwin
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transformation

����r � � B��� �
	�
�

B � � �
S � V � V Z

E �mp
�
	���

and the equivalent Schr odinger potentials are then

UZ �
E

�
V Z �
	���

UC �
E

�
�V �

mp

E
�
S� � V �

�E
� V Z�V Z � �V �

�E
� � UD �
	���

UD �
�

��
�� �

�r�B

d

dr
�r�B�� �

�



�
B�

B
��� �
	��

ULS � � �

��

B�

rB
	 �
	���

 Current Operator	 The current operator for a free nucleon is

%�� � ��GM�Q��� P �

�M
F��Q

�� �
	���

where P � � P �
i � P �

f is the sum of the proton initial and �nal 
�momentum�

and GM�Q�� and F��Q
�� are the form factors	 In this calculation� the o��shell

extrapolation is obtained by replacing the energy transfer and momenta by

��� �q � � ���� �q � �
	���

P � � �P � � � �E � Ef � �pi � �pf � �
	���

in the nucleon current operator	 Here �E and �� are de�ned as

�E �
q
M� � P �

miss �
	���

�� �
q
M� � p�f � �E	 �
	�
�
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However� the form factors are still evalued at the asymptotic momentum transfer

Q� � �q � � ��	 Therefore� the current operator becomes

�%�� � ��GM�Q���
�P �

�M
F��Q

��	 �
	���

This NRDWIA calculation has been compared ��O�e� e�p���p��� cross section mea�

surement by Leuschner et al� ���� The parameters for the bound state wave functions

obtained from this comparison are shown in Table 
		

�p��� �p���

Binding Energy Eb ������ MeV ������ MeV

RMS Radius RZ ����� fm ����� fm

Central Well Depth V� ������ MeV ������ MeV

Spin�Orbit Well Depth V LS
� ���� MeV ���� MeV

Radius R ���� fm ���� fm

Di�useness a ���� fm ���� fm

Spectroscopic factors ���� ����

Table ���	 Parameters used for calculating the bound states�

This calculation was also performed for the kinematics of the data taken by

Blomqvist et al� ���� The calculation overestimates the distorted momentum dis�

tribution for ��O�e� e�p���p��� by almost a factor of �	� �see Figure �����	

����� RDWIA from Van Orden

The calculation of Van Orden is described in detail in �
���
��	 It employs a relativistic

quantum �eld theory for the bound state and a relativistic optical potential formalism

to describe the �nal state interaction	 The bound state wave functions are calculated

using relativistic Hartree equations derived from full quantum �eld theory �
��	 In this

theory� the nucleons interact through the exchange of �� �� �� � and �! therefore� there
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is no need to introduce static potentials	 The model parameters are determined from

the bulk properties of nuclear matter	 This method is claimed to give good agreement

with the existing data on charge density distributions� neutron densities� RMS radii

of the ground states of spherical nuclei� and the observed spin�orbit splitting between

single particle levels �
�	 This agreement may be attributed to the fact that the non�

local� non�central� and density�dependent e�ects arise when the relativistic potentials

are reduced to non�relativistic form	 The �nal state interaction is described in a

relativistic manner as discussed in �
��	

The spectroscopic factors folded into the Van Orden calculations to compare with

the data are �	�� for both �p��� and �p��� states	

����� Comparison with the Calculations

The data from this experiment have been compared with calculations from Kelly and

Van Orden	 In Kelly#s calculation� the spectroscopic factors are �	�� for �p��� and

�	�� for �p���� while in Van Orden#s calculation� the spectroscopic factors for both

�p��� and �p��� are �	�� 	

The standard DWIA calculation with a one�body current operator does not con�

serve current	 This violation is due to the many�body currents associated with the

interactions which establish the mean �eld and the binding energy	 There are sev�

eral ways to restore the current	 Each prescription is associated with a gauge	 The

prescription

Jq � �

q
J� �
	���

in which the longitudinal current is replaced by the charge operator is associated with

the Coulomb gauge	 Similarily� the prescription

J� � q

�
Jq �
	���
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is associated with the Weyl gauge	 Finally� the prescription associated with the

Landau gauge is

J� � J� �
J � q
Q�

q�	 �
	��

In principle� the three gauges are equivalent	 They should give the same results if the

current is conserved	 Therefore� a comparison of the calculations based on di�erent

gauges should provide a rough test of the uncertainty introduced into the calculations

by the violation of current conservation	

The RDWIA calculations of Van Orden using the Coulomb gauge and the Weyl

gauge have been applied to the quasielastic ��O�e� e�p���p��� reaction at a proton

kinetic energy ��� MeV �
��	 A quantity Ctest was de�ned as

Ctest �
RL � *RL

RL � *RL

�
	���

where RL is obtained using Coulomb gauge� and *RL is obtained using Weyl gauge	

The calculations show that the quantity Ctest is about ��� when RL is at its maxi�

mum	

A similar test was performed for the NRDWIA calculations of Kelly using the

Coulomb gauge and the Weyl gauge for the quasielastic ��O�e� e�p���p��� reaction	 �

is ��� MeV� q is ��� MeV�c� and the proton kinetic energy is about ��� MeV	 The

quantities CL and CLT are de�ned as

CL �
RL � *RL

RL � *RL

�
	���

CLT �
RLT � *RLT

RLT � *RLT

�
	���

where RL and RLT are obtained using the Coulomb gauge� while *RL and *RLT are

obtained using Weyl gauge	 The results are shown in Figure 
�� and Figure 
��	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the NRDWIA calculations of Kelly using the Coulomb gauge and the

Weyl gauge for the �p��� state� � is ��� MeV� q is ��� MeV�c� and the proton kinetic energy is

about ��� MeV�

The di�erence between Kelly#s NRDWIA calculations using the Coulomb gauge

and the Weyl gauge for the �p��� state is about ��� at the maxima of the response

functions RL and RLT 	 At low missing momentum� this di�erence is small for RL�
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but large for RLT 	 At high missing momentum� this di�erence increases as a function

of missing momentum� and can be as high as ��� when the missing momentum is

around 
�� MeV�c	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the NRDWIA calculations of Kelly using the Coulomb gauge and the

Weyl gauge for the �p��� state� � is ��� MeV� q is ��� MeV�c� and the proton kinetic energy is

about ��� MeV�
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The di�erence between Kelly#s NRDWIA calculations using the Coulomb gauge

and the Weyl gauge for the �p��� state is about ��� at the maxima of the response

functions RL and RLT 	 This di�erence increases as a function of missing momentum

and can reach ��� when the missing momentum is around 
�� MeV�c	

The test shows that RDWIA calculations conserve current better than the NRD�

WIA calculation	 This may be due to the fact that part of the meson exchange

currents is introduced when the RDWIA calculation is reduced to a non�relativistic

form	

The left�right asymmetry �ALT � measured in the experiment is compared with the

NRDWIA calculations from Kelly using the Coulomb� Weyl and Landau gauges	 The

comparison is shown in Figure 
��	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the left�right asymmetry with the non�relativistic DWIA calculations of

Kelly using the Landau gauge� the Coulomb gauge� and the Weyl gauge�

The NRDWIA calculations using the Coulomb gauge and the Landau gauge give

similar results for ALT 	 The data is not precise enough to separate these two calcu�

lations	 However� the Weyl gauge produces very di�erent results	 The data do not

support the calculations using the Weyl gauge	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the cross sections with the DWIA calculations� The beam energy is

������ MeV� the average � is ��� MeV� the average Q� is ��� 
GeV�c��� and the proton kinetic

energy is ��� MeV� The calculations used the Coulomb gauge�

Figure 
�
 shows the comparison of the measured cross section with the DWIA

calculations	 The data is in good agreement with both DWIA calculations for miss�

ing momentum less than �� MeV�c	 The consistency between the data and the
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DWIA calculation from Kelly indicates that this data set agrees with the data from

Leuschner et al������ but disagrees with the data from Blomqvist et al����� At missing

momentum larger than �� MeV�c� neither of the DWIA calculations agrees with the

data consistently	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of the left�right asymmetry with the DWIA calculations� The beam energy

is ������ MeV� the averaged � is ��� MeV� the averaged Q� is ��� 
GeV�c�� and the proton kinetic

energy is ��� MeV� The calculations used Coulomb gauge�

Figure 
�� shows a comparison of the left�right asymmetry with the DWIA calcu�

lations from Kelly and Van Orden	 The data is in good agreement with the RDWIA

calculation from Van Orden except for the �p��� state at a missing momentum of �
�
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MeV�c	 The two calculations di�er tremendously at large missing momentum	 The

data favors the RDWIA calculation of Van Orden	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of RLT with the calculations� The beam energy is ������ MeV� the average

� is ��� MeV� the average Q� is ��� 
GeV�c��� and the proton kinetic energy is ��� MeV� The

calculations used Coulomb gauge�

Figure 
�� shows a comparison of the response function RLT with the calculations	
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For the low missing momentum data points ���� MeV�c and ��
� MeV�c�� the data

agrees very well with both DWIA calculations� except at a missing momentum of ���
MeV�c� where the NRDWIA calculation from Kelly overstates the RLT for the �p���

state	
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Figure ���	 An enlargement of the high missing momentum region of Figure ����

Figure 
�� is an enlargement of the high missing momentum region of Figure 
�
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�	 For the �p��� state� RLT agrees reasonably with both DWIA calculations	 For

the �p��� state� RLT agrees only with the DWIA calculation of Kelly at �
� MeV�c

missing momentum	
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Figure ���	 Comparison of RL	TT and RT with the calculations� The Coulomb gauge was used�

Figure 
� shows a comparison of separated RL�TT and RT with the calculations	
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At a missing momentum of ��
� MeV�c� the data agree very well with both DWIA

calculations	
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Figure ��	 An enlargement of the high missing momentum region of Figure ����

Figure 
�� is an enlargement of the high missing momentum region of Figure 
�	

Except the fact that RL�TT lies away from both DWIA calculations for the �p���

state� the data agrees with both DWIA calculations reasonably well	
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Figure ����	 Comparison of RL and RT with the calculations of Kelly� The calculations used the

Coulomb gauge�

Figure 
��� shows the comparison of separated RL and RT with the calculations

of Kelly	 Because of a cut on missing momentum to remove the H�e� e�p� radiative

tail� this data set is not in truly parallel kinematics	 The data agree with the DWIA

calculation	
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��� Summary and Conclusions

Cross sections for the ��O�e� e�p� reaction have been measured in the quasielastic

region with Q� � �	 �GeV�c�� in perpendicular kinematics	 The three beam energies

�
�	� MeV� ��
�	� MeV and �

�	� MeV� were employed to separate the response

functions RL�TT � RT � and RLT for �p��� and �p��� states	 RLT and ALT are obtained

up to �
� MeV�c in missing momentum	 RL�TT and RT are separated up to ���

MeV�c in missing momentum	 RL and RT are separated at ��	� MeV�c in missing

momentum for the data taken with hadron arm along �q	

The results have been compared to a non�relativistic calculation from Kelly and

a relativistic calculation from Van Orden	 The conclusions can be summarized as

follows�

 RLT and ALT have been measured with �

�	� MeV beam and ��
�	� MeV beam

at �pq � � �missing momentum ���� MeV�c�	 The two measurements are in

good agreement	 This indicates that the systematic error for this experiment is

very small	

 Cross sections measured with �

�	� MeV incident beam agree with the standard

DWIA calculations �both relativistic and non�relativistic� with spectroscopic fac�

tors between �� and ��� for the �p��� and �p��� states for missing momentum less

than �� MeV�c	 This data set is in good agreement with the data of Leuschner

et al������ but disagrees with the data of Blomqvist et al����� At missing momen�

tum larger than �� MeV�c� neither of the DWIA calculations can predict the

cross section for the �p states in a consistent manner	

 The separated response functions RL�TT � RT � and RLT agree reasonably well

with the standard DWIA calculations �both relativistic and non�relativistic� with

spectroscopic factors between �� and ��� for the �p��� and �p��� states for

missing momentum less than ��� MeV�c	 Neither of the DWIA calculations is
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consistent with all the data points for a missing momentum of �� MeV�c	 The

separated RL and RT at ��	� MeV�c missing momentum agree with the DWIA

calculation of Kelly	

 The left�right asymmetry measurement is compared to the non�relativistic DWIA

calculations from Kelly using the Landau gauge� the Coulomb gauge� and the

Weyl gauge	 The calculations using the Coulomb gauge and the Weyl gauge

give similar results	 The measured left�right asymmetry is not precise enough

to distinguish between them	 However� the Weyl gauge produces very di�erent

results	 The data does not support the calculation using the Weyl gauge	

 The left�right asymmetry measurement has been compared to the non�relativistic

DWIA calculation of Kelly and the relativistic DWIA calculation of Van Orden	

These two calculations di�er tremendously at high missing momentum	 The

data favors the relativistic calculation	

This experiment has provided a theoretically challenging and experimentally unique

data set for the study of the quasielastic ��O�e� e�p���p��� reaction at high missing

momentum Q� � �	 �GeV�c�� �the s�state and continuum of ��O have also been

probed ����	 Future work should include a statistically more precise measurement of

ALT at higher missing momentum so that the relativistic e�ects in the �e� e�p� reaction

will be investigated	
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Beam Energy Measurement

A�� Introduction

Two identical spectrometers� HRSE and HRSH� each with a nominal relative momen�

tum resolution of �	� � ����� are used to detect electrons and hadrons respectively

in Hall A	 Three methods used to determine the incident beam energy are reported	

They are called the ��C�e� e�� Technique� the H�e� e�p� Scattering Angle Technique�

and the �e� e�p� Missing Energy Technique	

A�� Beam Energy Measurement

A���� ��C�e� e�� Technique

At present� ��C�e� e�� is the most accurate measurement available for the beam energy

determination in Hall A	 It is also used to calibrate the spectrometer constants and

dispersion coe�cients needed to calculate the scattered electron energy Ef 	 The

standard di�erential recoil procedure ���� does not supply enough precision without

a large momentum transfer at the beam energies used at Je�erson Lab	 For most

nuclei� the counting rate is so low �due to the very small form factor� that the elastic

���
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peak position cannot be determined accurately without an enormous amount of beam

time	 Therefore� an alternative technique using the excited states of ��C and the high

momentum resolution of the spectrometers has been developed	

The relation between the scattered electron energy�momentum Ef�Pf and the

focal plane position is �for extremely relativistic electrons�

Ef � Pf � %B�� �
�X
i��

dix
i
fp� �A	��

where

% �MeV�kG� is the magnetic constant�

B �kG� is the dipole �eld strength�

di�i � �� �� �m�i� are the spectrometer dispersion coe�cients� and

xfp �m� is the kinematically�corrected focal plane position	

For each state of ��C� the energy Ef is related to the corresponding excitation

energy Ex and incoming beam energy Ei by

Ef �
Ei � Eloss� � Ex�� �

Ex

�Mt
�

frec
� Eloss� �A	��

where

Mt �MeV� is the mass of the target nucleus�

frec is the recoil factor� frec � � � ��Ei � Eloss�� sin
�������Mt�

Eloss� �MeV� is the mean energy loss before the scattering�

Eloss� �MeV� is the mean energy loss after the scattering� Eloss��� � �	��
�Z�A�t������	��

ln�t��������
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t��� �g�cm�� are the e�ective thicknesses of the material the electron passes through�

and

� �g�cm�� is the density of the material	
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Figure A��	 ��C
e� e�� spectrum at the HRSE focal plane� The nominal beam energy is ��� MeV�

and the scattering angle is ���� The four states are the ground state �	� and the excited states

�	
����� MeV � ��� keV�� �	
������ MeV � ��� keV�� and ��
����� MeV � ��� keV� �����

By varying the dipole �eld B and the quadruple �elds to maintain the same tune for

the spectrometer� the elastic peak position on the focal plane may be shifted	 Using

�A	��� the dispersion coe�cients di�i � �� �� can be extracted without knowledge of

either the beam energy Ei or the magnetic constant %	 The results that follow are

not a�ected by including a third order term in xfp	 The coe�cient d� is the same size

as its error bar	
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The di�erence between the ground state and the excited �� state for a �xed B

�eld is given by

Ex�� �
Ex

�Mt
�

frec
� %B�

�X
i��

dix
i
� �

�X
i��

dix
i
�� �A	��

and therefore

% �
Ex�� �

Ex

�Mt
�

frecB�
P�

i�� dix
i
� �
P�

i�� dix
i
��

�A	
�

where x� and x� are the focal plane coordinates for these two states	

For a beam energy Ei � 
� MeV and a scattering angle � � ���� frec � �	����	

It is very insensitive to either the incident beam energy or the scattering angle	 For

example� if the incident beam energy changes by ��� frec changes by only �����	�
while if the scattering angle is o� by � mrad� frec is only a�ected by �����		 There�
fore� using �A	
�� % may be extracted� and then using �A	�� and �A	��� the beam

energy Ei may be calculated	 This procedure is performed in an iterative manner	

In practice� a global least�squares �t is applied to �A	��� �A	��� and �A	
� for all the

data points to obtain %� di�i � �� ��� and the beam energy Ei	

In April ����� ��C�e� e�� data were taken simultaneously for both spectrometers

with �B�B � �
	��� ��	��� ��	��� ��� �	��� �	��� and 
	��	 The HRSE angle was

��	��
� while the HRSH angle was ��	����	 The angles of the spectrometers were

surveyed to better than �	� mrad	 A ��	 mg�cm� ��C target was chosen so that

the energy loss in the target ���� keV� as well as radiative e�ects were small	 For

each �B�B� more than ������� events were collected for each arm	 Two NMR probes

located on the high �eld side and the low �eld side were used to measure the average

dipole �eld for the HRSE� while there was only one NMR probe located on the low

�eld side for the HRSH dipole	 According to HRSH dipole �eld mapping� the ratio of

the average �eld to the low �eld is �	���� ��������	 The B �eld was known to better
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than �����		
Since the FWHM relative momentum resolution is �	� to 
����� for the HRS�

the peak width �FWHM� on the focal plane is � to � mm	 The resolution change

���� along the focal plane indicates a less than �	� mm shift in the physical meaning

of the maximum likelihood of each peak	 However� this shift should track with the

resolution and can be described by the quadratic term	 The systematic shift of the

peak due to the wire positioning is less than �	�� mm	 Thus� the peak position can

be determined to � �	� mm� or � �� keV	 The excitation energy uncertainty is less

than � keV	 The contribution to the overall error from other sources is very small	

The highest excitation energy is �	�
� MeV� and therefore the relative error in the

beam energy is ��� keV��	�
� MeV � �	������ for each measurement	 To good

approximation� the resulting uncertainty from the � independent �B�B data points

is �	�������p� � �	�� ����	
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Run # HRSE B HRSH B JP Excitation HRSE xfp HRSH xfp


kG� 
kG� 
MeV� 
m� 
m�

���� ������� ����� �	 ������ ������� �������

�	 ����� ������� �������

�	 ������ ������� ������

�� ����� ������ �������

���� ������� ������� �	 ������ ������� �������

�	 ����� ������� �������

�	 ������ ������� ������

�� ����� ������� �������

��� ������� ������� �	 ������ ����� �������

�	 ����� ������ ������

�	 ������ ������� ������

�� ����� ������� �����

���� ������� ������ �	 ������ ������� ������

�	 ����� �������� ��������

�	 ������ ������� ��������

�� ����� �������� ��������

���� ������� ������� �	 ������ �������� ��������

�	 ����� ������� �������

�	 ������ ������� ��������

�� ����� �������� ��������

���� ������� ������� �	 ������ �������� ������

�	 ����� ������ ��������

�	 ������ ������� ��������

�� ����� �������� ��������

���� ������� ������ �	 ������ �������� ��������

Table A��	 ��C
e� e�� data for HRSE and HSRH�

The least�squares �ts were applied to the HRSE data and HRSH data listed in

Table A	�	 The ���test for each arm independently indicated that run ��

 was
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suspect ��� � ��� and it was removed from the data set	 The �nal results �including

the uncertainties� are summarized in Table A	� and Table A	�	

From HRSE From HRSH

Beam Energy ������ ��� MeV ����� ��� MeV

�� ���� ����

Averaged Beam Energy ������ ��� MeV

Nominal Beam Energy ����� MeV

Table A��	 Beam energy from ��C
e� e���

$ d� d�


MeV�kG� 
����� m��� 
����� m���

HRSE ������ � ���� ����� � ����� ����� � ����

HRSH ������ � ���� ���� � ����� ���� � �����

Table A��	 Magnetic constants and dispersion coe cients for HRS�

If the hadron arm dipole low �eld is scaled to the average �eld by the factor of

�	����� % for the HRSH becomes ���	�� MeV�kG� which agrees with % for the HRSE

to ������	 One factor which might contribute to this di�erence is that the position

of the VDC pair with respect to the central ray might be di�erent for the two arms	

For each spectrometer� a �xed point on the �rst wire plane was chosen as the origin

of the focal plane coordinate system ����	 The coordinate of the intersection of the

central ray and the focal plane depends on where the VDCs are placed	 If the VDC

pair is shifted by a small amount� all the parameters will be changed accordingly	
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Consider a shift of x� from the true central ray�

Ef � %B�� � d�xfp � d�x
�
fp�

� %B�� � d��xfp � x� � x�� � d��xfp � x� � x��
��

� %B�� � d��x
�
fp � x�� � d��x

�
fp � x��

��

� %�B�� � d��x
�
fp � d��x

��
fp� �A	��

while

%� � %�� � d�x� � d�x
�
�� �A	��

d�� � �d� � �d�x����� � d�x� � d�x
�
�� �A	��

d�� � d���� � d�x� � d�x
�
�� �A	�

x�fp � xfp � x�	 �A	��

The position of the central ray in each of the spectrometers� as described by the

VDC pair� is correct to better than � mm ��������� which implies an uncertainty of


����� in %	 Thus� the two dipoles are identical within ������	

A���� H�e� e�p� Scattering Angle Technique

For the H�e� e�p� reaction� the beam energy Ei can be calculated from the proton mass

Mp� the electron scattering angle �e� the proton scattering angle �p� and the energy

loss before the scattering Eloss� according to

Ei � Mp�cot
�e
�
cot �p � �� � Eloss	 �A	���

This method is totally independent of any other technique	 However� the uncertainty

in the beam energy is very sensitive to the knowledge of the spectrometer angles
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�Ei � �Mp cot �p

� sin� �
�

��e �A	���

�Ei � �Mp cot
�e
�

sin� �p
��p	 �A	���

As an example� for the kinematics of E������ a one mrad uncertainty in angle could

shift the beam energy by �	��	 Thus� by comparing with the results from other

methods� this technique can be used to determine the systematic uncertainty in the

angular measurements	

The scattering angle of the particle � can be reconstructed from the spectrometer

central angle +� and ��tg�tg� ���� according to

� � arccos
cos+� � tg sin+�q

� � ��tg � �tg

� �A	���

where �tg and tg are the angles of the particle track with respect to the spectrometer

central ray in the dispersive and transverse directions	 The centroid of the resulting

distribution �using �A	��� on an event�by�event basis� is the beam energy	 A Monte

Carlo simulation shows that the radiative tail can slightly shift the distribution ���	�
MeV�	 Therefore� only those events under the elastic peak �within 
��� are selected

to avoid this e�ect	

Figures A��� A��� and A�
 show the reconstructed beam energies from H�e� e�p�

data taken with the waterfall target ���� during E�����	 The width of the distribu�

tions is mostly due to multiple scattering	 The extracted beam energies along with

the uncertainty from the Gaussian �t are summarized in Table A	
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Nominal Beam Energy From H
e� e�p�


MeV� 
MeV�

����� ����� � ���

������ ������ � ���

������ ���� � ���

Table A��	 Beam energies from H
e� e�p��

The angles �e and �p were measured by surveying the sieve slit central hole positions

with respect to the beam line	 The uncertainty in �e and �p from the survey was less

than �	� mrad ����	 This results in a beam energy uncertainty of less than �	������	
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A���� ��O�e� e�p� Missing Energy Technique

The missing energy technique relies on the calibration of the magnetic constants from

��C�e� e�� to determine the beam energy	 For the ��O�e� e�p� reaction

Emiss � Ei � Ef � Tp � TA�� � Eloss� � Eloss� �A	�
�

Tp �
q
M�

p � p�p �Mp �A	���

TA�� � ��q � �pp�
���M�

A�� �A	���

and conservation of energy requires

Emiss � M�
A�� �Mp �MA �A	���

where

Emiss is the missing energy�

Ei is the incident electron energy�

Ef is the scattered electron energy�

Tp is the kinetic energy of the knocked�out proton�

TA�� is the kinetic energy of the recoil nucleus �insensitive to the beam energy��

Eloss� is the energy loss of electron before the scattering�

Eloss� is the total energy loss of both the electron and the proton after the scattering�

�q is the momentum transfer�

�pp is the proton momentum�

M�
A�� is the mass of the recoil nucleus� and

MA is the mass of the target	
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Thus� the missing energy is just the binding energy of the knocked�out proton	 For

��O� the �p��� proton binding energy is ��	� MeV and the �p��� proton binding energy

is �	
 MeV	 From the ��O�e� e�p� �p����shell knockout events� the beam energy Ei

�MeV� can be reconstructed using

Ei � ��	� MeV � Ef � Tp � TA�� � Eloss� � Eloss� �A	��

where Ef � Tp� and TA�� are calculated using the scattered electron momentum �pe and

the knocked out proton momentum �pp

j�pe�pj � %e�pBe�p�� �
�X
i��

de�pi �xe�pfp �
i� �A	���

where �e� p� respresent HRSE and HRSH respectively	

The error in the reconstructed beam energy depends on the error in %e and %h

coming from the ��C�e� e�� data� and is given by

�Ei �
�%e
%e

Ef �
�%p
%p

p�p
Tp �Mp

	 �A	���
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Figure A��	 Missing energy spectrum for ��O
e� e�p��

Figures A��� A��� and A� show the beam energies calculated for a sampling of each

run period of E����� using the ��O�e� e�p� missing energy technique	 The �rst uncer�

tainty quoted arises from the uncertainties in %e and %p� and the second uncertainty

quoted indicates the beam energy "uctuation from run�to�run	
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Figure A��	 Beam energy for nominal ��� MeV runs�
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Figure A��	 Beam energy for nominal ���� MeV runs�
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Figure A��	 Beam energy for nominal ���� MeV runs�

Nominal Beam Energy Beam Energy from ��O
e� e�p�


MeV� 
MeV�

����� ����� � ��� � ���

������ ������ � ��� � ���

������ ������ � ��� � ���

Table A��	 Beam energies from the ��O
e� e�p� missing energy technique�
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A�� Conclusions

Nominal From ��C
e� e�� From H
e� e�p� From ��O
e� e�p� �



MeV� 
MeV� 
MeV� 
MeV� 
mrad�

����� ����� � ��� ����� � ��� ����� � ��� � ��� ���

������ N�A ������ � ��� ������ � ��� � ��� ����

������ N�A ���� � ��� ������ � ��� � ��� ���

Table A��	 A comparison of beam energies from the presented methods�

Table A	� lists the beam energies determined using the di�erent methods	 �� is

the maximum angular discrepancy by comparing the results from the H�e� e�p� tech�

nique and the results from the ��O�e� e�p� missing energy technique	 For E������

the beam energies were obtained to �	������ by combining ��C�e� e�� and ��O�e� e�p�

missing energy measurements	 The beam energy shift from run�to�run during the

entire experiment was less than ������	 The deviation of the measured beam en�

ergies from the nominal beam energies �provided by the Machine Control Center� is

about �	������	 The agreement to within ������ of the beam energies extracted

from the H�e� e�p� technique with the results from the other methods implies that the

systematic uncertainty for the angle determination is less than �	� mrad	



Appendix B

Matrix Elements of HRSs

The matrix elements obtained from the optics study with ��C�e� e�� at 
� MeV beam

energy and ��� scattering angle are listed in the following tables	

���
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Qijkl i�� i�� i�� i��

ti��� �������E��� �������E��� �������E��� �����E���

yi��� �������E��� ������E���

pi��� �������E��� ������E���

Di��� ������E��� ������E���

Di��� �������E��� �����E��� ������E��� ������E���

Di��� ������E��� ������E���

Di��� ������E��� �������E��� �������E���

Di��� ������E��� �������E��� �����E���

Di��� ������E��� ������E���

Di��� ������E���

Di��� ������E��� �����E���

Di��� ������E���

Di��� ������E��� �����E���

Di��� �����E���

Di��� ����E���

Di��� �������E���

Di��� �����E���

Ti��� �������E��� �����E��� �����E���

Ti��� �������E��� ������E���

Ti��� ������E��� ������E��� ������E���

Ti��� �������E��� �������E���

Table B��	 HRSE matrix elements obatined at ��� MeV beam energy�
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Qijkl i�� i�� i�� i��

Ti��� ������E��� ������E��� ������E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� ������E��� �������E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� �����E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� �����E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� �������E���

Ti��� �������E���

Ti��� ������E���

Pi��� ������E��� �����E��� �����E��� �������E���

Pi��� ������E��� ������E��� �����E��� �����E���

Pi��� �����E��� �������E��� ������E���

Pi��� �����E��� ������E��� �������E���

Pi��� ������E��� �����E���

Pi��� ������E��� �������E���

Pi��� ������E��� ������E���

Pi��� ������E��� �����E���

Pi��� �������E���

Table B��	 HRSE matrix elements obatined at ��� MeV beam energy�
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Pi��� �������E��� �������E���

Pi��� �������E���

Pi��� �������E���

Pi��� ������E���

Pi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E��� ������E��� ������E��� ������E���

Yi��� �������E��� ������E��� ������E���

Yi��� �������E��� �������E��� �������E���

Yi��� �������E��� �������E���

Yi��� �����E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E��� �����E���

Yi��� ������E��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� �����E��� �����E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� �������E���

Table B��	 HRSE matrix elements obatined at ��� MeV beam energy�
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Qijkl i�� i�� i�� i��

ti��� �������E��� �������E��� �������E��� ������E���

yi��� ������E��� ������E���

pi��� �������E��� ������E��� ������E��� �������E���

Di��� �����E��� �����E���

Di��� �������E��� ������E��� ������E��� �������E���

Di��� ������E��� ������E��� ������E���

Di��� �����E��� �����E��� ������E���

Di��� �����E��� ������E��� ������E���

Di��� ������E��� ����E��� �������E���

Di��� ������E��� �������E���

Di��� �������E��� ������E���

Di��� �������E��� �������E���

Di��� �������E��� �������E���

Di��� ������E���

Di��� �������E���

Di��� ������E���

Di��� ������E���

Ti��� ������E��� ������E��� �����E��� ������E���

Ti��� �������E��� �����E��� �������E���

Ti��� ����E��� �����E��� ������E���

Ti��� �����E��� ������E��� ������E���

Ti��� ������E��� �������E���

Table B��	 HRSH matrix elements obatined at ��� MeV beam energy�
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Qijkl i�� i�� i�� i��

Ti��� ������E��� ������E���

Ti��� �����E��� �������E���

Ti��� ������E��� ������E���

Ti��� �����E���

Ti��� �������E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� �������E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� ������E���

Ti��� �������E���

Ti��� �������E���

Pi��� ������E��� ����E��� �����E��� ������E���
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Table B��	 HRSH matrix elements obatined at ��� MeV beam energy�
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Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Yi��� ������E���

Table B��	 HRSH matrix elements obatined at ��� MeV beam energy�

During the experiment E������ data were taken at di�erent nominal incident

beam energies� 
� MeV� ��
� MeV� and �

� MeV	 The outcoming proton momen�

tum was �xed at ��� MeV�c! however� the scattered electron momentum varied from


�� MeV�c� ���� MeV�c to ���� MeV�c	 When the matrix elements obtained at


� MeV were used for di�erent central momenta� the missing energy resolution for

��O�e� e�p� became worse than what was expected	 A dependence of missing energy

on the �efp was found	
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Figure B��	 Missing energy vs 
efp�
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Figure B��	 Missing energy spectrum from ��O
e� e�p� at nominal ���� MeV incident beam using

the matrix elements obtained at ��� MeV� The FWHM missing energy resolution from the �p�shell

is about ��� MeV�

This indicates a nonlinearity in the dipole �eld �the change of the dipole index�	

Since the angular reconstruction was not a�ected� only the matrix elements associated

with the momentum reconstruction �the terms for the aberration correction� were

modi�ed	

If the energy loss of the particles in the target is ignored� the missing energy for

��O�e� e�p� is de�ned as

Emiss � Ebeam � P e
� c�� � �e�� Tp � TR� �B	��
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where Ebeam is the beam energy� P e
� is the electron arm central momentum� � is the

electron relative momentum� Tp is the proton kinetic energy� and TR is the recoil

energy	 For the valence states� the missing energy spectrum should be a peak located

at the binding energy of the state in question	 Since the proton central momentum

��� MeV�c is close to the momentum 
� MeV�c where the optics study was per�

formed� one can assume the reconstruction of the proton momentum is not changed	

Therefore� the reconstruction of the scattered electron momentum has to be modi�ed

to remove the dependence of the missing energy on �fp	 One can use �� instead of �

with

��e � �e � f��
e
fp � f��

e�
fp �B	��

so that the missing energy

E �
miss � Ebeam � P e

� c�� � ���� Tp � TR �B	��

� Emiss � P e
� �f��fp � f��

�
fp� �B	
�

is independent of �efp	 f�� f� were obtained by using a second order polynomial to �t

the curve of missing energy vs �fp	 Therefore� the matrix elements D���� and D����

for the HRSE have to be modi�ed for that central momentum

D�
���� � D���� � f� �B	��

D�
���� � D���� � f�	 �B	��

Figure B�� shows the missing energy vs	 �efp using the new matrix elements	 Figure

B�
 displays the missing energy spectrum using the modi�ed matrix elements	 The

FWHM missing energy resolution was improved by nearly a factor of two	
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Figure B��	 Missing energy vs� 
efp for the ���� MeV
��O
e� e�p� runs using the modi�ed matrix

elements�
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Figure B��	 Missing energy spectrum for the nominal ���� MeV ��O
e� e�p� runs using the modi�ed

matrix elements� The FWHM missing energy resolution is about �� MeV�

This procedure was performed for all three HRSE central momenta runs and the

new matrix elements D���� and D���� are listed in Table B	�	

P e
� 
MeV�c� ��� ��� ���� ����

D���� �������E��� �������E��� �������E��� ������E���

D���� ������E��� �����E��� �������E��� ������E���

Table B��	 Modi�ed HRSE matrix elements for di�erent central momenta�
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